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For the safe and ecient operation of power transmission systems, each system compo-
nent must have an accurate current rating. Since the advent of formal power networks a
wide variety of methods have been employed to calculate the current carrying capacity
of power cables, ranging from simple analytical equations to complex numerical simula-
tions. In the present climate of increasing power demand, but where nance for large
scale network reinforcement schemes is limited, providing an accurate rating becomes
paramount to the safe operation of the transmission network.
Although the majority of the transmission network in the United Kingdom comprises
overhead lines, many vital links make use of high voltage cable circuits. Advances in our
ability to manipulate the properties of dielectric materials has led to increased interest
among the cable community as to whether new cables could be designed which could
deliver improved power transfer performance in comparison to traditional technologies.
One way in which this might be possible is if the existing conductor temperature limit
of 90C common to XLPE based cable systems could be lifted. At the present time a
number of polymer systems exhibit potential in this area - however prior to investing sig-
nicant resources in their development, it would be valuable to scope out the magnitude
of the benets that such cable systems could deliver to a network operator.
In order to determine the scale of the operational benet available, a comprehensive
rating study would need to be undertaken. However most existing cable rating method-
ologies were not designed for situations with conductor temperatures in excess of 100C
and may not be suitable for the task. To allow a quantitative analysis of the benets
available from permitting higher cable conductor temperatures, cable rating techniques
for all major installation types have been reviewed and improved.
In buried cable systems high temperature operation can lead to signicant problems with
moisture migration which is not easily modelled by traditional calculations. To overcome
this a full dynamic backll model has been created which explicitly models moisture
movement and allows its impact on the thermal prole around a high temperature cablecircuit to be established. Comparison is also made to existing forced cooling techniques
to benchmark the scale of the benets attainable from high temperature operation.
Cable joints become critical in such forced cooled systems - to ensure that the joint
temperatures do not exceed acceptable levels a full nite element based modelling process
has been developed, allowing detailed rating studies to be undertaken.
It is not always possible to bury cable circuits, for instance where they are installed
in surface troughs or tunnels in urban areas. By applying modern computational uid
dynamics methods it is possible to develop more comprehensive rating methodologies
for these air cooled cable systems, allowing the benets of high temperature operation
in such circumstances to be demonstrated.
By utilizing these techniques for an example cable design it has been possible to provide
an in depth discussion of the advantages available from high conductor temperature
operation, while simultaneously noting the potential problems which would need to be
mitigated should such a cable design be deployed in an operational setting.
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Introduction
Electricity is the lifeblood of the modern digital economy, with much of our every day
lives now reliant on it. Despite the huge levels of innovation in the devices which consume
electricity, the manner in which that electricity is supplied has remained almost identical
for the last 60 years.
1.1 Electricity Transmission in the UK
From the advent of formal power networks (c1900), there were large numbers of relatively
small generating stations, each serving the needs of a local area. At the time this was
the most economic model of operation, as distribution could be undertaken at medium
voltages. This was a necessary step given the technological development of insulating
materials at the time. Demand pressures soon began to mount, with the total system
demand quadrupling in the 20 years after the power network was nationalised in 1948.
This led to major changes in the economics of power generation. Larger, more ecient
generation stations could be built, however these tended to be sited on coal elds (or
coastal sites in the case of the new nuclear stations). Both were remote from the end
users, with demand concentrated in South East England. The key development came
when it became cheaper to transport the power than to transport the fuel [2].
Eventually the majority of the country was interconnected by a 132kV grid system.
While this was a great success in reducing the per unit cost of electricity for the end
user, it soon became apparent that a further voltage increase would also be necessary
to transport bulk power over longer distances with minimal losses. This eventually
led to the construction of the 275kV and nally the 400kV supergrid which is still in
place today. The vast majority of the transmission network (almost 99% by distance)
consists of overhead lines, stemming mainly from the fact that installation costs are
almost a factor of ten lower than for the equivalent cable circuit [3]. This is exacerbated
1by the fact that cables are strongly capacative meaning that cables of over 80km in
length are not feasible without extensive power factor correction. However in some
situations an underground cable circuit oers the only practical option, as evidenced by
the 225km of high voltage cable circuits in operation on the network today. This gure
is steadily increasing, with many urban network reinforcement projects being unsuitable
for overhead line construction.
1.2 Development of Cables
During the early years of electrical transmission at the turn of the 20th century, the low
voltages in use permitted engineers to make use of technology originally developed for
telegraph cables. The innovation that really changed the way in which cables could be
used was that of the oil lled cable system in 1920. These cables were constructed by
winding paper tapes around a copper conductor, with the whole assembly then being
immersed in oil to impregnate the paper. This massively increased the electrical break-
down strength of insulation from 4kV/mm to 40kV/mm, enabling the construction of
cables at 132kV and above [4]. By housing the cable in a reinforced lead or aluminium
sheath, covered in a protective polymeric oversheath it was possible to build a reliable
cable system. During the original construction of the supergrid in the late 1960's and
early 1970's, the technology was developed further with the construction of 400kV oil
lled cables [5].
While this technology was reliable, with many circuits still operating today more than 40
years after their installation, it did present a number of drawbacks. Jointing the cables
was a complex task, with joints prone to failure. The need to maintain oil pressure in
the cable system across its potential range of operating temperatures required additional
ancillary equipment and oil tanks, while the oil itself could pose a problem if the cable
began to leak. During the late 1970's, advances in polymer science yielded cross-linked
polyethylene (XLPE) as a potential replacement material for cable insulation [6]. While
XLPE was mainly used at lower voltages initially, as condence in the technology grew
it eventually began to displace oil impregnated paper to become the insulation system
of choice at transmission voltages. At the present time there is very little production of
oil lled cable remaining in Europe, with most new installations on the National Grid
network in the past decade using XLPE cable systems. Few major drawbacks have been
found to the use of XLPE, however it is not a particularly sustainable material as it can
not be melted for the purpose of recycling.
21.3 Rating of Cables
The limiting factor on the amount of power that can be transferred through a high
voltage cable is typically determined by the maximum operating temperature of the
cable. This limit arises partly due to the impacts of thermo-mechanical forces on the
cable system, but most commonly due to the temperature limit on the dielectric. In
the case of XLPE systems the limit commonly imposed is 90C as a host of degradation
processes begin to occur faster above this point. Dening the current rating hence
requires the solution of a thermal problem, as the current rating itself is dependent on
the temperature of the dielectric. The cable system will always operate at a higher
temperature than the local ambient, owing to the presence of electrical losses in the
conductor, dielectric and sheath. As the cable begins to heat up, thermal energy is
transferred to the local environment. The rating calculation must therefore evaluate
this balance between heat generation in the the cable and the transfer of this heat to
the local environment away from the cable in order to nd the critical point at which
the temperature limit on the cable might be exceeded.
For the operation of the transmission network, a number of dierent rating specications
may exist for a cable circuit. Perhaps the most straightforward is the continuous rat-
ing, which is dened as the maximum continuous ac load current which can be carried
through the cable circuit without exceeding the specied conductor temperature limit.
At the medium voltage distribution levels, the continuous rating is likely to be the only
one which is specied for a circuit. At transmission level, cable is typically purchased
based on its continuous rating.
In reality, a cable circuit in the transmission network will never operate at its maximum
rated continuous current all of the time. This is a consequence of the network design
principles used, as the supergrid must operate with sucient spare capacity to cope with
unexpected failures and limited circuit outages for maintenance reasons. This gives rise
to the concept of an emergency rating, dened as the maximum load current which can
be transferred for a stated period of time (for instance six hours) without exceeding the
conductor temperature limit, but based on previous operation at a dened continuous
preload. Operationally these ratings have great signicance as they allow power ows to
be diverted, for instance where a circuit must be taken out of service to eect a repair.
For certain cases a cyclic rating may also be specied, but at transmission voltage levels
this is normally restricted to circuits which have unusual load proles such as those
attached to hydroelectric generating stations [7]. The use of cyclic ratings is more
common at distribution voltage levels.
31.4 Cable Installations
As was noted in section 1.3, the thermal environment in which a cable is installed can
have a substantial impact on the rating of the circuit. Perhaps the most straightforward
installation scenario is that of direct burial, where cables are placed in a trench through
the native soil. The trench can then be backlled with either the original soil or an
imported backll of higher thermal performance. Where cables are to be installed in
rural areas this is the preferred method as it oers the lowest installation cost.
Where circuits are required to meet higher loading requirements than a standard burial
arrangement might permit, a common technique in the UK is to install water cooling
pipes around the cables. This is frequently a requirement where short sections of cable
sit in between long lengths of overhead line, as the continuous rating of the overhead
line is generally much higher than that achievable from non-forced cooled cable circuits.
Typically the pipes are arranged such that water is input into two pipes between the
phases (pipes 2 and 3 in Figure 1.1), and then returned to a cooling station via the
two outer pipes. Systems of this kind were rst installed on the 275kV network in the
London area, prompted by a previous cable failure which occurred due to the soil around
the cable drying excessively [8].
Figure 1.1: Water pipe locations for forced cooled cable circuit
A common installation method for shorter lengths of cable is that of surface troughing.
For the most part, these installations are used for short runs of cable in substations
and do not contain a backll. The trough itself is manufactured from pre-cast concrete
sections which are buried into a shallow trench such that the lids of the troughs are ush
with the ground. Some longer installations do exist in London where troughs have been
built into canal paths, however the practise is now largely superseded [8].
The nal common installation method is that of the cable tunnel. These were relatively
rare until the construction of the 400kV supergrid when they began to be used for river
crossings where overhead lines were impractical, for instance at Southampton Water
and under the Thames [9, 10]. In recent years the popularity of tunnel construction
has increased in urban areas, where the level of disruption caused by large scale direct
burial led to the higher capital cost of tunnels becoming more acceptable [11]. The
longest cable tunnel in the UK was recently commissioned between Elstree and St Johns
4Figure 1.2: 400kV XLPE cable installation in a tunnel
Wood [12], with several new transmission tunnels being planned at present. Signicant
amounts of the central London 132kV network have also been installed in tunnels [13].
1.5 Research Motivation
Of the presently existing cable technologies, both oil-paper and XLPE dielectrics are
capable of operating to approximately the same temperature, typically a maximum
of 90C. Beyond this temperature, a number of problems are encountered. The rate
of ageing due to depolymerisation in paper dielectrics has been found to double for
every 6C increase in temperature [14], with similar bulk degradation being observed in
XLPE systems [15]. As understanding of the structure of polymeric dielectrics evolves
still further, it may be possible to develop a material which lifts the temperature limit
to over 100C. For instance, recent work on polypropylene systems suggests that these
materials may be a suitable candidate for replacing XLPE [16]. However, prior to
developing new high temperature cables it is desirable to quantify how much of an
improvement the new system might provide. In order to do this, it is necessary to
evaluate the current ratings of such systems to allow a sensible discussion of where the
benets in the new technologies might lie. To be able to undertake this eectively, it
is necessary to perform a critical analysis of present circuit rating methods. As the
5existing calculation methodologies were designed for systems which would not operate
beyond 90C, they rely on simplifying assumptions which may not hold true under more
extreme operational conditions.
1.6 Contributions of this Thesis
In answering the research motivation presented in Section 1.5, this thesis makes two
signicant contributions to the state of the art in the area of cable ratings. Firstly
signicant improvements in calculation methodology are presented which allow the cal-
culation of ratings for existing cable circuits in situations where previously engineering
judgment was relied upon over any standard calculation methodology. One such exam-
ple is the case of partially ventilated cable trough installations. This has been achieved
by applying modern computational techniques such as nite element analysis to bring
improvements in both the precision and accuracy of rating calculations. The methods
described within this thesis have already proven valuable when applied to operational
transmission circuits and have been widely published at conferences and in leading in-
ternational journals (the reader is referred to Appendix A for full details of publications
derived from this thesis).
The second key contribution of this thesis is a comprehensive analysis of the potential
oered by high conductor temperature (greater than 100C) operation of transmission
cable circuits. Through applying the new calculation methodologies developed, it has
been possible to thoroughly investigate the possible benets of such a technology and
identify key application areas to which it would prove best suited. This analysis would
prove extremely valuable both to cable manufacturers considering developing such tech-
nologies, and to electricity utilities assessing the operational benets available to them
from the installation of high conductor temperature cable circuits. Taken together, these
two key contributions oer a signicant step forward in the state of the art for cable
rating calculations.
1.7 Thesis Structure
This chapter has outlined the general role of high voltage cables within the electrical
transmission grid in the United Kingdom. The cable technology in present use has been
described and observations made on the possible deployment scenarios for these cable
circuits. Obtaining accurate current ratings for such cable circuits is vital in operating
the grid in the most ecient manner practicable. If the current rating is specied too
low, the cable may be under-utilised or in extreme cases network reinforcements may
be constructed which are not truly necessary. On the other hand, an overly optimistic
current rating has the potential to lead to excessive ageing of the cable asset and increase
6the possibility of premature failure, leading to the early replacement of an expensive
asset. Given the capital constrained environment in which today's privatised electricity
network operates, neither of these scenarios is desirable. The remainder of this thesis
intends to address these concerns such that the optimum balance between these two
extremes can be found.
To provide both adequate background and inform the future direction of the work, a
comprehensive review of the literature has been undertaken. Chapter 2 presents a sum-
mary of the key ndings, including a critique of the existing cable rating methodology.
Failings are highlighted and prioritised to allow improvements in performance to be
made through the research eort which follows.
Chapter 3 introduces in-depth analysis of the reaction of soils to thermal gradients,
starting from the common assumption of a uniform backll medium before going on
to examine in more depth the parameters aecting the movement of heat away from
the cable system. A candidate backll system has been identied for laboratory testing
and a detailed characterisation undertaken to facilitate the derivation of backll prop-
erties. From this work a more advanced backll model has been developed to attempt
to account for local variations in backll thermal conductivity due to movement of soil
moisture under temperature gradients. This has been compared to a number of labo-
ratory experiments in order to verify the performance of the numerical model against a
physical benchmark.
Having developed the more advanced backll model, Chapter 4 presents a method by
which the technique can be integrated into circuit rating models for buried cable circuits.
These models have been used to obtain ratings for a standardised polymeric cable design
at both conventional and enhanced conductor temperature limits. Comparisons are
made between the results of these models and more simplistic treatments of the cable
backll and the sources of dierences identied. This process highlights modes of cable
circuit operation which stand to benet from a lifting of the conductor temperature
restriction.
Chapter 5 presents numerical methods for the analysis of cable joints, which can prove
to be the limiting factor on the rating of a cable circuit in certain circumstances. The
results obtained demonstrate that the jointing of high temperature cables could prove
to be one of the main challenges in the design of such a system, owing to the disparity
in the eectiveness of cooling systems between the joint and the parent cable.
In Chapter 6 the focus shifts to cooling of cables by forced air ventilation, with an
appraisal of the potential oered by high temperature cable circuits operating in tunnels.
To facilitate this a revised rating model has been developed to allow consideration of
cable tunnels where multiple circuits are operating at dierent temperatures. Ratings
of cables in air lled surface troughs are examined in Chapter 7 to conclude the study
of dierent application areas. The nal chapter summarises the deployment options for
7high temperature cables which oer the greatest potential, and highlights the improved
rating methodologies developed throughout the course of this work.
8Chapter 2
Cable Rating Methodology
Soon after the development of the rst high voltage cable systems, it became apparent
that standard approaches to calculating the maximum current rating would need to
be found, with some of the earliest work being undertaken by Kennelly in 1893 [17].
Since this time numerous researchers have examined thermal problems relating to cable
systems, eventually leading to the development of a number of international standards.
This chapter seeks to identify the key issues relating to the thermal performance of cable
circuits, identifying the existing calculation methodologies and reviewing their potential
applicability to cable circuits with elevated operating temperatures.
2.1 Heat Generation in Cable Systems
The main reason for the existence of cable rating calculations is the relatively large levels
of heat generated by the electrical losses within the cable. Three main heat sources exist,
two of which are dependent on the load current in the circuit, and one on its operating
voltage. Perhaps the most signicant of the electrical losses is the joule loss, Wc which
occurs due to the electrical resistance of the conductor. This resistance Rac leads to a
reduction in electron energy as current, I, ows, with this energy being dissipated almost
entirely as heat. The magnitude of the joule losses is easily dened using
Wc = I2Rac [W] (2.1)
The conductor ac resistance is not a constant and is inuenced by a number of param-
eters, including the conductor temperature, geometry (through the skin eect) and the
proximity of other cables. Suitable calculation procedures are laid out in [18]. The
second set of current dependant losses are the sheath losses, Ws, which occur through
circulating currents being induced in the metallic cable sheath, and through eddy cur-
rent losses owing to the skin and proximity eects. These losses are dened according
9to
Ws = sI2Rac [W]; (2.2)
where s is dened as the sheath loss multiplier. Thirdly, heat is generated by the
dielectric loss, Wd, which is dependant upon the phase voltage, U, squared. These losses
occur as the insulation is not perfect, hence allowing some currents to ow and charge
to accumulate. Eectively, the dielectric acts as a capacitor, Cd, with an associated real
power consumption [19]. The dielectric loss is dened as
Wd = 2fCdU2tan [W]; (2.3)
where f represents the frequency of the voltage waveform in Hz, and tan represents
the tangent of the dielectric loss angle.
Full discussion of the above relations can be found in [20]. The method of heat transfer
by which heat from these sources is removed depends on the installation conditions. For
buried cable circuits heat conduction is the dominating factor, whereas for installations
in tunnels heat transfer modes of convection and radiation are much more signicant
than conduction, due to the low thermal conductivity of air [21]. The following Sections
outline the rating methods presently used for transmission cable systems, including
discussion of particular failings of each method and enhancements suggested by other
authors.
2.2 Buried Cable Systems
A variety of dierent methods, both analytical and numerical, have been developed for
the computation of ratings for buried cable systems. Traditionally analytical solutions
have been preferred, partly because the problem can be well suited to such techniques if
a number of simplifying assumptions are made. While the discussion of the early work
in this eld is not without merit, the majority of the applicable knowledge was drawn
together in the review paper of Neher and McGrath [22]. This later acted as the basis for
the IEC 60287 standard approach for calculating the continuous ratings of buried cable
circuits [18]. Where water-cooled cable circuits are to be rated, numerical techniques
are normally more advantageous, with the most common being that of Electra 66 [23].
The following Sections present a critique of these methods, drawing out the potential
issues with their use for cables at elevated temperatures.
2.2.1 IEC 60287
IEC 60287 is an analytical method for the calculation of the continuous ratings of buried
cables, although relations are also provided for cables installed in free air. The simplest
10form of the equations used assumes that 3 single core cables are installed in a homoge-
neous medium (either a solid medium of constant thermal resistance or free air). IEC
60287 denes the phase current, I, as
I =

   Wd[0:5T1 + n(T2 + T3 + T4)]
RT1 + nR(1 + 1)T2 + nR(1 + 1 + 2)(T3 + T4)
0:5
(2.4)
where  is the conductor temperature rise above ambient (C), R is the conductor
ac resistance at maximum operating temperature per unit length (
/m), Wd is the
dielectric loss per unit length (W/m), T1 is the thermal resistance between conductor
and sheath per unit length (Km/W), T2 is the thermal resistance of the bedding between
sheath and armour per unit length (Km/W), T3 is the thermal resistance of the serving
per unit length (Km/W), T4 is the thermal resistance between cable surface and the
surrounding medium, n the number of load carrying conductors in the cable, 1 the
ratio of losses in the metal sheath to total conductor loss and 2 is the ratio of losses
in the armour to total conductor loss. For all of the work presented within this thesis
it is assumed that the 400kV cables are cross bonded. Although the values of sheath
loss have been calculated, recent work by Cigr e suggests that they can be neglected for
cables with a copper wire screen and aluminium foil sheath [24].
Figure 2.1: Schematic of typical non-armoured 400kV cable
The full procedure for the derivation of cable losses is largely similar to that of [22]. The
ratios of losses 1 and 2 are determined according to the specic cable formation under
consideration. Relations are given for single core cables in at or trefoil formation, both
with and without transposition. Through the same method it is possible to account for
variations in spacing between sheath bonding points, diering types of armour and the
presence of steel pipes. Load sharing amongst single core cables operating in parallel
can be addressed through the examination of losses due to circulating currents [25].
Section 2.1 of the IEC 60287 standard outlines the calculation of the external thermal
resistances, which are generally unique to each situation and allow the surrounding
11environment to be dened [26]. The diering cable installation types are accounted
for through reduction factors, dened for most common cases such as trefoil and at
formation installations. This also allows for the inclusion of eects such as proximity to a
tunnel wall [27]. Some provision is made for the cases of cables which cross external heat
sources, although this requires that the principle of superposition applies, which forces
the introduction of a number of assumptions, for instance, that the area surrounding the
cable has uniform thermal characteristics and that the ground surface is an isotherm.
Some of these assumptions have begun to be challenged in later studies, for instance
[28], which demonstrated that the use of a ground surface isotherm could over-rate a
circuit by as much as 14% at shallow burial depths, although better results were seen
at greater depths. As a result further increases in conductor temperatures are likely to
be unsuited to this method. Although provision is made for the drying out of soil due
to moisture migration, the treatment is relatively simplistic in that only two zones are
considered, one which is assumed to be wet and the other which is fully dry.
2.2.2 IEC 60853
Transient and cyclic ratings for cables operating at voltages of 36kV or greater can be
determined analytically using the method of IEC 60853-2 [29]. A number of methods
are similar to those used within IEC 60287, for instance those determining the thermal
resistances of system components, although much of the original work can be attributed
to Goldenberg [30]. Lower voltage cables are not rated by this method as for the most
part their thermal capacitance is negligible. The method relies on decoupling the thermal
transient within the cable from the transient behaviour of the thermal environment in
which the cable is located [31]. While this approach is justiable, as the time constants
involved in the two areas are very dierent, the method does pose a number of notable
assumptions.
 Soil thermal resistivity and diusivity are assumed constant.
 The ground surface is assumed to be isothermal.
 All cables are assumed to be subject to the same load cycle.
At present there does not appear to have been extensive verication of the IEC 60853
methodology and limited amounts of benchmarking have been undertaken against other
techniques. The restriction that all cables present must be subject to the same load cycles
prevents the application of the technique to more complex cable laying arrangements,
and the requirement for an isothermal ground surface may prove an issue with higher
conductor temperatures.
122.2.3 Cigr e Electra 66
Published by Cigr e committee 21-08, this method provides a guideline for obtaining the
rating of a forced-cooled cable system via a numerical method [23]. In this case a forced-
cooled system can be considered to be a buried cable circuit where additional cooling
is provided, either by conductor cooling, surface cooling (for instance where the cable
is enclosed within a water pipe) or external cooling (where coolant pipes run adjacent
to the cables) [8]. There is no particular restriction on the range of Reynolds number,
Re, with which the method will function, however not all quantities are well dened
under transition ow (1000  Re  3000). Four key assumptions are applied to simplify
the problem, the rst being that the conductor, sheath and coolant pipe are assumed
to be isothermal. Cable losses are assumed constant with length, with dielectric losses
lumped at the conductor and sheath. It is also assumed that all material properties
are independent of temperature. In reality the cable losses will increase slightly as the
temperature of the water increases along the cable route.
The method implements a nite dierence algorithm to determine the cable and coolant
temperatures along the route, based on an initial estimate of the circuit loading. An
iterative procedure is then used to arrive at the nal value of permissible cable load,
based on the specied maximum temperatures. At each point along the circuit route
a slice of the geometry is taken, with a mesh then being applied to it. The number
of nodes is dened by the cooling type being modelled. Heat transfer equations are
then applied at each node to allow the calculation of temperatures throughout the 2D
slice, based on the initial conditions (for instance water inlet temperature, initial cable
loading). Thermal resistances other than those specically linked to water cooling are as
per IEC 60287 [26]. Slices are then axially linked along the route to allow the full circuit
temperature prole to be obtained. Cable joints are not directly considered, although
it is possible to extend the method to allow for this [32].
2.2.4 Cigr e Electra 104
A number of dierent methods have been recommended for the calculation of cyclic
and transient loads in forced-cooled systems; however the most commonly used is that
published in Electra 104 by Cigr e [33]. A more in-depth and accurate numerical method
was published in [34], however the simpler method was found to be sucient in most
cases. For the case of interest to this project (external pipe cooling), two approaches
are presented for use depending on the length of the transient under consideration.
For short duration overloads, it is considered that the increase in losses above the preload
causes heating only in the cable and the soil immediately surrounding it. This simplies
the thermal transient to one which occurs in the radial direction only. Such an as-
sumption allows the transient, calculated using [35], to be super-imposed on top of the
13steady state preload solution obtained from Electra 66. Longer transients are dealt with
by calculating the temperature rises for short transients and extrapolating the result
to achieve either the maximum temperature or the desired overload duration. Similar
procedures are used to determine temperatures under cyclic loading.
2.2.5 Finite Element Methods
Advances in computing hardware in recent years have made nite element methods much
more accessible and suitable for everyday use, as the time required to build and solve a
model has fallen substantially since the early works of researchers such as Flatabo [36].
One of the major uses of the technique has been the verication of existing, simpler
methods. IEC 60287 has received much of this attention owing to its prevalence, with
work from researchers including Swaeld et al [37], Walker [38] and Aras et al [39]. The
agreement observed between the analytical method and more complex FEA methods
was generally good at reasonable burial depths, however the work of Swaeld highlights
one particular problem with the assumption of an isothermal ground surface. At shallow
burial depths, forcing an isothermal solution at the ground surface leads to a signicant
impact on the thermal eld around the cables. As a result the ratings calculated were
optimistic in comparison to the assumption of a non-isothermal free or forced convective
boundary condition.
Similar work has been undertaken on the Electra 66 model, however in this case the
agreement between the standard model and a nite element solution was very good.
This was attributed to the fact that the presence of the water pipes around the cable
cools the ground suciently, such that an isothermal ground surface becomes a more
reasonable assumption [40]. Other authors have made use of improved computational
capabilities by trying to better represent the thermal behaviour of the backll around the
cable, for instance [41], which sought to couple the eects of moisture migration around
the cable circuit with the temperature changes caused by the cable operation. Similar
work was undertaken by Preece and Hitchcock [42]. While nite element methods may
oer many benets, it is also vital that the problem is not overcomplicated through the
inclusion of unnecessary detail in the analysis.
2.2.6 Real Time Methods
In recent years researchers from both industry and academia have reported on the poten-
tial of real time thermal ratings (also termed dynamic ratings by some). Such techniques
have been under research for several decades, with some of the earliest work carried out
by the National Grid Company who made use of a cable system monitoring network to
provide real time thermal ratings [43]. Another commercial real time monitoring system
has been detailed by Anders, with computation still based on the Neher-McGrath and
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can be found and a rating for the whole cable then based around these conditions. Bene-
ts can be introduced through the knowledge of the cable loading history at any instant
in time, although this would add severely to the complexity of the analysis for standard
mechanistic models. Temperature data might not always be available, but methods do
exist for inferring conductor temperatures from the known current data. Anders and
Brakelmann have described a method by which the temperature dependence of losses
is investigated to provide an improved loss factor which nds use in real time ratings
assessments [45].
In order to calculate real time ratings with any level of accuracy, it is vital to know the
cable temperature at any given time. This is most regularly achieved through the use of
distributed temperature sensing (DTS), undertaken through bre optic methods [46]. In
order to determine the temperature at any point, a pulse of light is transmitted down an
optical bre which is attached to the cable. By analysing the wavelength of the \Anti-
Stokes" Ramen band of scattered light as received back at the detector, it is possible to
derive temperatures with a spatial resolution of 1-2m. Fibres may be attached to the
outer sheath of a cable, or integrated into the cable construction, or even run separately
in tunnels to measure ambient temperatures. Owing to the use of optical technology,
DTS is not aected by electromagnetic interference which makes it especially suitable
for power applications [47]. One particular method has been developed by Williams
et al which uses the DTS measurement to directly obtain cable hot spot temperatures
[48]. However the quality of the results obtained depends on there being a good contact
between the DTS bre and the cable itself. While this is generally the case for buried
cable systems, the same is not always true for cable tunnels where a more rigorous
attachment is needed.
2.2.7 Development Requirements
This review has highlighted a number of areas in which the traditional cable ratings
methodology might fall short of being able to accurately rate next generation high
temperature cable circuits. It is clear from the previous work on the IEC 60287 standard
that an isothermal ground surface will be inappropriate for cable temperatures above
90C as optimistic ratings will be produced. As the margins of error presented in [49]
between the analytical and numerical methods at low burial depths are quite substantial,
this would not lead to a fair assessment of the capabilities of the new technology. As
this feature is common to the majority of transient methods, the new method must be
capable of both continuous and transient calculations.
Perhaps an even more serious problem is that posed by moisture migration, as high-
lighted by [41]. Given that moisture migration is known to occur where conductor
temperatures do not exceed 90C, it is without doubt that some allowance must be
15made for the phenomena above this temperature. As this problem lends itself to the
nite element method far more so than any other kind of calculation, it would seem
prudent to adopt this technique from the outset. In order to best characterise moisture
migration, additional research will be required within the elds of soil mechanics and
physics. This is discussed further within Chapter 3.
2.3 Tunnel Cable Systems
The normal rating method for tunnels where the cables are installed in air is that of
Electra 143, although numerous others have been proposed. Some earlier work from
researchers such as Weedy has been drawn into the Electra 143 method [50]. The main
methods are outlined briey in the following sections.
2.3.1 Electra 143
The numerical method of Electra 143 is still the most widely used method for calculating
cable ratings in tunnel installations [50]. It allows the determination of both steady-
state and transient ratings for shallow and deep tunnels (a deep tunnel being one where
heat transfer between the tunnel and ground surface is negligible). Based on a lumped
parameter thermal-electrical analogue approach, the method uses a one-dimensional
thermal network to represent slices through the tunnel cross section. These slices are
then linked axially in order to represent the full tunnel length. Using a modern computer
results can be obtained in seconds, but at the expense of a number of key simplifying
assumptions.
Some of the assumptions are relatively minor, for instance the requirement for a constant
tunnel cross section, although this has eectively prevented the direct consideration of
the tunnel riser shafts or enlargements at joint bays. Most signicant is the assump-
tion that all of the cables are of identical construction, voltage levels and carry equal
current. In practice this is not true for all cable tunnel installations, therefore limiting
the application of Electra 143 to these tunnel circuits. At present there is also no di-
rect consideration of the eects of cable joints, which will be discussed further in later
sections.
Heat transfer can occur by both convection and radiation, as per the model of Weedy
and El Zayyat [51]. The cable itself is modelled by a 1D thermal resistance network
with a radial mesh of 5 nodes, with a further 3 nodes to model the air within the
tunnel and the tunnel walls. Soil and rock around the tunnel is modelled by dividing
it into a set of annular rings. In order to create the representation of the full tunnel,
meshes representing the tunnel cross-section (including the cable circuits and the tunnel
16surroundings) are taken at intervals and linked together axially within the tunnel (axial
heat transfer in the surrounding soil is not accounted for).
The majority of the reduction factors used (for instance for multiple cable installations)
and the heat transfer coecients employed are those from the previously reported work
of Weedy and El Zayyat [51]. Some references are also made to the thermal resistance
derivations published in IEC 60287 [26]. One notable assumption is that the air velocity
within the tunnel is suciently high that turbulent ow occurs, restricting the use of
the model to cases of forced convection. As a result alternative calculations must be
used to evaluate the potential current rating were the forced ventilation system to fail,
with a number of potential methods described in Section 2.3.2. As per all of the models
discussed thus far, multiple circuits can only be considered if the cables are of identical
construction and carrying identical load. Clearly for the vast majority of installations,
this would be an unrealistic condition. In addition, if circuits of diering voltage levels
are installed the rating obtained is likely to be conservative. Attempts were made in the
original publication to validate the models, however this was only done against problems
where an analytical solution could reasonably be computed, rather than against data
obtained from a real installation.
2.3.2 Other Methods
A number of alternative methods are available for the solution of cable tunnel ratings.
Some early works by authors such as Giaro and Kitagawa relied on the solution of
analytical heat transfer equations [52, 53]. A review by Anders demonstrates the use
of energy conservation equations to determine the heat transfer coecients for cable
groups in horizontal tunnels, while accounting for the eects of horizontal and vertical
tunnel walls on the heat transfer of the system [54]. King also examines simple one-
dimensional heat transfer, before going on to describe numerical methods including
nite element analysis in both two and three dimensions as applied to cable tunnel
installations [55]. However numerical methods are generally favoured for this type of
calculation, with much of the experimental work conducted by Weedy and El Zayyat
being used to inform early numerical models, along with the later Electra 143 [51, 56].
The complexity of these numerical models was severely limited by the availability and
expense of computational power, hence the relative simplicity of the model.
IEC 60287 can in theory be applied to naturally ventilated tunnel installations, how-
ever the accuracy of such an approach will depend on the handling of T4, the thermal
resistance external to the cable [57]. Several formulae are suggested for this within the
main standard depending on whether the cable circuit is exposed to solar radiation - as







e is the external diameter of the cable (m), h is the heat dissipation coecient
(W=m2K5=4) and s the excess of cable surface temperature above ambient tempera-
ture. Methods of determining h depending on the cable circuit formation are detailed
within the publication, along with an iterative method of nding s. A key point to
note here is that the IEC implementation includes both convective and radiative transfer
within one value of h. Whilst these methods do in part consider the existence of a tunnel
wall, they only hold for a straight wall. Forced air convection is not considered by this
method, unless a calculation method for T4 can be used which takes account of this in
a satisfactory manner. Other works in this area have also sought to develop relations
for the convective heat transfer coecient of cable groups in air, for instance works by
Slaninka and Morgan (who present relations for both free and forced convection) [58, 59].
Although programs such as the Subway Environment Simulator [60] have been used to
examine air temperatures and assist in the design of cable systems, they are not directly
used in the rating of the cable circuits themselves.
2.3.3 Development Requirements
Section 2.3.1 illustrated a number of failings in the ratings method currently used for
forced ventilated cable tunnels. Perhaps the most signicant problem is the requirement
for all cables within the tunnel to be of identical construction and load cycle, some-
thing which does not apply to a modern tunnel with both transmission and distribution
circuits co-located (such as that shown in Figure 2.2). As this assumption also places
a requirement for the cables to be operating at the same temperature, the method is
fundamentally unsuited to rating high temperature cables in conjunction with existing
technology. However the existing method does obtain results quickly and is attractive
in the level of detail it could potentially provide. It would appear that gains could be
made through redesigning the thermal network on which the method operates to allow
additional exibility. Allowing simultaneous consideration of the riser shafts is also an
important consideration.
More advanced modelling techniques also have a role to play in this work, for instance
through improving the accuracy with which heat transfer coecients can be calculated.
This improves the precision of the calculation of the cable temperature prole, mean-
ing that accurate transient ratings can be obtained for any given situation. Detailed
consideration of cable joints is also thought to be essential at this stage, despite the
fact that this area has been substantially overlooked in the past. Removing all of these
limitations permits a comprehensive temperature prole to be obtained for a variety of
dierent cable circuits, all installed within the same cable tunnel environment.
18Figure 2.2: Cable tunnel with co-located 11kV and 132kV circuits
2.4 Cables in Troughs
The majority of instances where cables are installed in troughs tend to be at substations,
with the troughs being ush with the ground surface. However in some circumstances
troughing is used over much longer distances, for example in London where a number
of National Grid circuits are installed in a trough along the side of a canal. Frequently
substation trough installations are not backlled hence the cable is cooled through the
impact of natural convection in the air lling the trough. Accurate rating of the cable in
this instance is largely dependent on the convective heat transfer coecients used and
it may be preferable to obtain them experimentally as in [61].
Calculating suitable circuit ratings for cable trough installations can be much more
complex than for directly buried cables due to the proximity of the cables to the ground
surface. This greatly increases the impact of environmental conditions on the rating of
the circuits, as demonstrated by the work of Lewin et al [62]. A major consideration
with backlled surface troughs is that signicant amounts of moisture may evaporate
out of the troughs, leading to an increase in the thermal resistivity of the backll, as
described in [63]. Where the level of moisture migration might be considered minimal
it is possible to rate a trough installation using IEC 60287 methods, providing that a
suitable value for the equivalent resistance oered by the ground around the trough can
be found [64]. Where this becomes dicult, it may be more helpful to adopt a nite
element based approach similar to that used for cable ducts by Karlstrand and Henning
[65].
192.4.1 Development Requirements
Although any length of high temperature cable installed in troughing is likely to be
short, it may still form the limiting factor on the overall circuit. Due to the diering
heat transfer processes at play, separate methods may well be required for air lled
and backlled troughs. Taking the case of air lled troughs, it is unlikely that adequate
ratings would be available with natural convection alone. The literature search presented
here did not identify any rating method directly suited to forced ventilated troughs,
hence it will be necessary to develop one. Considering backlled troughs, it is likely
that an extension of the method developed for directly buried cables may be the most
suitable. These issues are discussed further in Chapter 7.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a broad overview of existing cable ratings standards as appli-
cable to higher voltage (132kV and above) cable systems. Some of the inherent assump-
tions which might restrict the applicability of these methods to higher temperature cable
systems have been highlighted. Key issues need to be addressed in the development of
new or improved rating techniques for all of the deployment options considered in this
Chapter. The next chapter introduces an in-depth analysis of heat transfer in soils, in
order to develop an improved model for buried cables, which captures accurately the
eects of moisture migration on circuit ratings. Improved methods for cables in tunnels
are presented in Chapter 6, with cable troughs being addressed in Chapter 7.
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Dynamic Backll Models
This chapter outlines the theory behind moisture migration, introducing the parameters
involved and the necessary equations. The Philip and de Vries model [66] is perhaps the
most widely used and is described in some detail prior to a more brief discussion of other
theories. A synopsis of past methods used to account for moisture migration within cable
ratings calculations is also presented. Important backll parameters are identied and
a candidate backll system is characterised. The model is then benchmarked against
laboratory tests, building on the work of [67].
3.1 Heat Transfer in Soils
Whilst heat transfer within soils occurs predominantly by conduction, eects due to
other modes including convection, radiation and the changing of state of soil moisture
must also be considered. Heat transfer by conduction is principally limited by three
main factors; these being the soil particle thermal conductivity, the degree of contact
between soil solids and the temperature gradient. Generally speaking, the higher the
thermal conductivity of the particles and the better the contact between them, the more
heat can be transferred by conduction. A good estimate of the degree of contact can be
obtained by calculating the soil void ratio, dened as the volume of voids to the volume
of soil solids [68].
Heat transfer by convection occurs in two stages in soils. For the case of moisture in
close proximity to the solid soil particles, the moisture velocity is low and the heat is
transferred by diusion. Further away from the soil particles the movement of moisture is
less inhibited and heat can be transferred by the ow of moisture along the temperature
gradient. Convection is also an important consideration at the ground surface as it
represents the dominant mechanism for the removal of heat from the ground to the
atmosphere. In this case the magnitude of the convective heat transfer coecient is
dependent on the wind speed across the surface [69].
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heat source at the ground surface. This mostly takes the form of short wave radiation
from the sun. The extent to which daily and annual cycles propagate downwards through
the ground is determined by the thermal diusivity of the soil [70]. Daily cycles tend
to be quickly attenuated and are only of signicance very close to the surface, whereas
longer duration cycles have a greater impact at typical cable burial depths.
Changes of state of soil moisture also play a part in the heat transfer around cable
groups, with this eect being more pronounced at higher temperatures. Heat released
from the cable group can cause evaporation of the moisture in soil pores (the spaces
between solid soil particles). Once the moisture has become a vapour it is driven to
regions of lower vapour pressure, hence transferring the latent heat away from the cable
group until the point where the vapour condenses.
3.2 Moisture Migration Theories
This Section introduces the physical processes behind moisture migration under a ther-
mal gradient along with pertinent theories on how it occurs, including that of Philip and
de Vries [66] which is perhaps the most widely known and applied.
3.2.1 Basic Concepts of Moisture Migration
A dierence in concentration aside, the main cause of moisture migration within a soil
is a temperature gradient. Fourier's Law of heat conduction shows that an increase in
temperature gradient causes a greater rate of heat transfer by conduction, with similar
eects being seen on the rate of moisture migration. The physical process is time variant
when applied to cable circuits as the temperature and heat ux at any point will vary
with time.
As water in the soil pores becomes warmer, the surface tension of the water decreases.
This acts to reduce the forces which are retaining the water in its position in a higher
temperature region, allowing it to move to an adjacent lower temperature region [71].
The rate at which this may happen is controlled by the hydraulic gradient (which is
a function of the temperature gradient) and the soil permeability (determined by the
physical properties of the soil in question). As more moisture is transferred to the cooler
region the hydraulic pressure in this region exceeds that of the warmer region, meaning
that the hydraulic gradient limits the rate of moisture migration by causing the cooled
moisture to move back in opposition to the temperature gradient.
As such, it is possible for the eects of the temperature and hydraulic gradients to equal
each other limiting the possibility for moisture migration. However, this will depend
22on the magnitude of the soil vapour permittivity to its liquid permittivity. Where the
liquid permittivity is too low, it is possible that the system can become unstable as
the return of moisture along the hydraulic gradient is slower than its removal by the
temperature gradient [72]. Where this occurs the moisture migration process continues
until the higher temperature area has dried out. This causes an eective increase in the
thermal resistivity of the soil, thus reducing the transfer of heat away from the power
cable. Such \thermal runaway" behaviour was rst encountered as a problem in the
summer of 1962 in the London area [73], it has also been suggested as one possible cause
of the major system failures in Auckland in 1998 [74].
3.2.2 Philip and de Vries Equations
Of the various models proposed for quantifying moisture migration, perhaps the most
widely used has been that of Philip and de Vries [66]. The method can be applied to
porous materials such as soil or sand and, with the application of a numerical method,
can obtain approximate solutions to the problem of coupled moisture and temperature
gradients. The movement of vapour and moisture are treated separately through the
use of Fick's Law and Darcy's Law respectively.
Fick's Law describes the passive movement of molecules due to a concentration gradient
and states that where no such concentration gradient exists, diusion of vapour is not
possible. The Law states that j, the diusion of vapour ux (kg:m 2s 1), is determined
by the diusion coecient D of the vapour (m2s 1) and c, the concentration gradient
of the vapour ux (kg:m 3) such that
j =  Drc (3.1)
Darcy's Law was derived through experiments on water ow, from which Darcy con-
cluded that the rate of uid ow through a porous medium was proportional to the
potential energy gradient within that uid [75]. The Law states that the moisture ux
v (ms 1) is equal to the hydraulic conductivity Kc, multiplied by the dierence in the
hydraulic potential r, i.e.
 =  Kcr (3.2)
To improve the applicability of the model to porous materials, an extended version of
Fick's Law was used to describe the vapour transfer, based on work by Carman [76].
An improved treatment of vapour transport was implemented, owing to its dependence
on physical adsorption and capillary condensation. Carman found that for low values
of relative humidity the physical adsorption was the dominant factor, with capillary
condensation becoming dominant at higher values. Adsorption can be considered as the
degree of attachment to a surface (for instance of liquid water molecules to a solid soil
particle), and it occurs due to the dierential forces of attraction and repulsion between
23molecules. Physical adsorption mainly involves van der Waals forces and consequently
has a relatively low energy associated with it.
Having obtained an extended version of Fick's Law, it is possible to separate the vapour
ux into components related to the moisture gradient and the temperature gradient.
As the hydraulic potential  already consists of components due to pressure and grav-
itational components, the total liquid ux can be separated into components due to




=  DTLrT   DLr   kunsati; (3.3)
where qL is the liquid ux density (kgm 2s 1); w is the density of liquid water (kgm 3);
DTL is the thermal liquid diusivity (m2s 1C 1); DL is the isothermal liquid diusiv-
ity (m2s 1); kunsat is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (ms 1); T is temperature
(C);  is volumetric moisture content and i is the unit vector in the vertical direction.
For vapour ux density, the appropriate relation is:
qv
w
=  DTV rT   DV r; (3.4)
where qv is the vapour ux density (kgm 2s 1); DTV is thermal vapour diusivity
(m2s 1C 1) and DV is the isothermal vapour diusivity (m2s 1).
Combining the relationship between liquid ux density (3.3) and vapour ux density
(3.4), the total moisture ux density may be obtained in the form
qm
w
=  DTrT   Dr   kunsati; (3.5)
where the thermal diusivity DT is the sum of the thermal vapour diusivity and the
thermal liquid diusivity, and the isothermal diusivity D is the sum of the isothermal
liquid diusivity and the isothermal vapour diusivity.








The isothermal vapour diusivity obtained from the moisture gradient component of the
vapour ux density is used in the heat distribution equation to account for the transfer




= r:(rT) + Lwr:(Dvr); (3.7)
where C is the volumetric heat capacity of the soil (kJm 3C 1);  is soil thermal
conductivity (Wm 1K 1) and L is volumetric latent heat of vaporisation (Jm 3).
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fusivities (both isothermal and non-isothermal) become dominant, whereas liquid diu-
sivities dominate at higher moisture contents [77]. In a further study, Rose showed that
the liquid conductivity decreased slowly from saturation to the dry state, whilst vapour
conductivity rises from zero in the saturated case, to a maximum just before complete
drying of the medium, prior to decreasing back to zero [78].
Although the Philip and de Vries model is commonly used for describing moisture trans-
port in soils under a temperature gradient, it does have limitations. One of the most
signicant is that it only uses a single variable, , to describe the volumetric moisture
content. This means that the volume fractions of liquid water and water vapour are not
modelled explicitly. Instead the model attempts to account for them through the use of
the split liquid and vapour diusivities. A more realistic approach would be to describe
the overall moisture ux, qm, in the form
qm = 	LqL + 	vqv (3.8)
where 	L and 	v represent the volume fractions of the liquid and vapour phases respec-
tively. This would be particularly important if soil wetting (in addition to drying) was
to be modelled. However as a starting point it was considered that the Philip and de
Vries theory was an adequate basis for the modelling required for buried cable circuits.
3.2.3 Alternative Theories
Several theories exist regarding the simultaneous transfer of heat and moisture in soils,
although a number are linked to the Philip and de Vries Equations. Taylor and Cary
proposed an approach based on irreversible thermodynamics [79]. The treatment of the
soil water diusivity is largely common with [66]. This approach has the potential benet
of reducing the number of assumptions about the actual mechanisms of the moisture
transport, however, this might not oer the best understanding of the true phenomena
[80].
Slightly later work by Cassel and Nielsen demonstrated that net moisture ux could be
under-predicted by Fick's Law [81]. However, the use of the Taylor and Cary approach
was found to double this under-prediction, with the only acceptable agreement being
with the work of Philip and de Vries.
Dakshanamurthy and Fredlund proposed a model relying on Fick's Law and Darcy's Law
which would allow for compressible media [82]. The model also takes account of the eect
of pore air and water pressures under both hydraulic and temperature gradients. Most
other models assume that the soil is an incompressible media as this greatly reduces the
computational eort in solving the equations.
25Milly [83] and Sophocleous [84] made independent generalisations of the Philip and de
Vries theories in an attempt to account for the presence of hysteresis and inhomogeneity
of the media. This required a conversion of the original theory such that it operated on
matric head (an expression of the soil suction as an equivalent height of water) rather
than moisture content. The theory by Milly is perhaps more complete as Sophocleous
made extra simplications to the temperature dependence of relative humidity and the
liquid thermal diusivity. Milly's model is based around the nite element method
and additionally accounts for advection (the transport of a substance or property by a
moving uid).
Hartley and Black [85] developed a model specically aimed at applications such as
moisture migration around power cables due to the consideration of cylindrical heat
sources. The model is, however, somewhat simplied as it has both radial and axial
symmetry, meaning that the eects of gravity, the water table and changes at the ground
surface are all neglected. The main aim of the work was to examine thermal stability
in such regions by attempting to dene the critical moisture content beyond which the
movement of moisture increases rapidly. With a critical moisture content well dened
it was also possible to predict the critical heat source, although the value of the critical
moisture content was found to be almost independent of the magnitude of the heat
source.
3.3 Existing Rating Adjustments
The majority of standard cable rating methods are solved on the assumption of a uniform
thermal conductivity throughout the soil, hence neglecting entirely the possibility of
moisture migration. Some methods, for instance that of IEC 60287, have the ability to
consider the burial environment in two zones - one where the soil is fully dry, and one
where the soil is in its normal uniform state. The work of Arman, Cherry and Gosland
was also based on this method [73]. Such techniques are of course heavily approximate,
hence the desire to model the moisture migration explicitly.
Another attempt was made to solve this problem through the consideration of soil suc-
tion to identify drying [86]. The soil suction at cable depth is estimated through the
use of a hydraulic conductivity model, a vegetation factor model, and a water balance
model. A critical value of soil suction is found such that where soil suction is below the
critical value, drying out will occur. However, using this approach was found to lead to
an underestimate of the soil suction which led to the cable surface temperature being
overestimated.
Later works began to make use of the heightened availability of computational power to
employ methods such as nite element analysis (FEA). Work by Radhakrishna and An-
ders [41] has demonstrated the possibilities of solving the Philip and de Vries equations
26when applied to moisture migration around power cables. The FEA technique is well
suited to this problem as the material properties are strongly nonlinear. Models pro-
duced were validated against eld installations and experimental studies, and reasonable
agreement was observed.
An alternative method has been demonstrated by Freitas et al, who make use of the
nite volume method to solve the moisture migration problem for a variety of cable load
cycles [87]. Generalised versions of both Fick's Law and Darcy's Law are employed,
meaning that the method is essentially similar to that of Philip and de Vries. While the
method does account for the nonlinear dependence on temperature and moisture content
of the various soil properties, the method is not fully dynamic, hence it introduces some
errors. Preece and Hitchcock have also shown that using constant soil properties could
lead to changes in moisture content which are not physically valid [42].
3.4 Backll Characterisation
Examination of the moisture transport equations shows that a number of properties must
be accurately dened in order to obtain an accurate result in any moisture migration
model. Whilst properties such as the density of water can be easily dened where the
temperature is known, properties such as diusivity depend not just on temperature and
moisture contents but also on the physical properties of the backll. Major properties
of signicance are identied here and the implications they have on the overall moisture
migration phenomenon are discussed. The properties of soil depend on its size, shape,
size distribution, and also interactions between phases (solid particles, liquid and gas).
As a result the analysis is quite complex, with many interdependencies between proper-
ties. The initial work has been undertaken with a sand backll, as buried transmission
cables are generally laid in sand rather than the local soil alone. This can take the form
of either a \selected sand" (which will typically be high in quartz and designed to have
a minimal void ratio), or a cement bound sand.
3.4.1 Particle Size
Basic classication of soils is normally achieved using particle size distributions, which
can be undertaken easily using a set of graduated sieves as specied by BS 1377. This
allows a curve to be drawn showing the fractions of the sample which correspond to
each dierent particle size. Soils are normally classied using their eective diameter,
which is the diameter of a hypothetical sphere that is assumed to act in the same way
as the soil particle [88]. The particle size distribution of a soil will impact almost all
other properties of interest in this work, both thermal and hydraulic. The distribution
obtained for the sand under test is that shown in Figure 3.1 below. It can be seen that
27the sand has a very small gravel content, with over 98% of the particles in each sample
being smaller than 2mm in diameter. A range of particle sizes are seen in the region
between 0.1mm and 1mm, which is typical of a well graded sand. This is benecial
from the thermal point of view as the quantity of voids within the sample will be lower
than for backlls where all of the particles are of similar sizes. For the backll shown
in Figure 3.1, the clay content is extremely low (as evidenced by the small percentage
of particles in the micron scale). The vast majority of particles present are classied as
quartz.
Figure 3.1: Backll Particle Size Distribution of sand used for testing purposes
3.4.2 Porosity
The porosity of a soil is determined by the volume of air voids within the solid medium.
This will be aected by the particle size distribution, the compaction of the soil and the
bonds between the individual particles [75]. Porosity is dened by:
 = (Vl + Vg)=Vt (3.9)
where  represents the porosity, Vl the volume of liquid (m3), Vg the volume of gas (m3)
and Vt the total volume. The porosity of a soil will have an impact on both hydraulic
conductivity and vapour diusion, meaning that it is a vital parameter in the magnitude
and rate of moisture migration. The porosity of the backll under test here is found to
be approximately 0.38.
3.4.3 Matric Suction
The water within the soil can be broadly classied into three groups: ground water,
capillary water and hydroscopic water [89]. Ground water is subjected to no force other
28Figure 3.2: Cross section view of pressure plate extractor [1]
than gravity and is hence the rst to be removed under a temperature gradient. This is
because the ground water is subject to the lowest suction force (represented by the rst
horizontal section of Figure 3.3, prior to the rapid gradient change occurring at the air
entry value). Capillary water is held into voids by surface tension and is hence slower
to move under a temperature gradient. Finally the hydroscopic water is that held on
the soil particle surface, for instance by adsorption. This water is generally the last to
be removed from the void under a temperature gradient. When only hydroscopic water
remains inside the pore the matric suction is high, representing the right hand side of
the curve in Figure 3.3. Limited amounts of structural water may also exist inside the
soil particle, but this water is very hard to remove from the soil.
The water-holding characteristics of a backll can be found experimentally through
undertaking a study of soil suction using a pressure plate extractor, a schematic of
which is shown in Figure 3.2. A saturated sand sample is placed on the porous ceramic
plate, with the regulated air supply being adjusted to change the pressure within the
vessel. Each sample is held under pressure for a minimum period of 24 hours to allow
the movement of moisture to reach steady state. The sample can then be oven dried to
determine its moisture content, allowing a graph of moisture content versus soil suction
to be plotted (as the applied pressure will be equal to the soil suction).
The shape of the soil suction curve (often referred to as the Soil Water Characteristic
Curve or SWCC) is strongly dependent on the particle size distribution of the material
under test. Materials containing high fractions of sand display a very swift transition
from saturated to almost dry over a small suction range. With very ne materials such
as clay, the transition is much more gradual and requires signicantly higher levels of
29Figure 3.3: Experimentally derived soil water characteristic curve
suction to achieve a completely dry material. Examining the data points plotted in
Figure 3.3, it is apparent that the backll material behaves very much like a sand. In
order to provide a continuous function of soil suction for use in numerical backll models,
















has been tted to the data [90]. Here   represents the soil suction (kPa), s the
saturated volumetric moisture content (equal to the porosity of the backll) and hr the
suction at residual water content. The parameters a, n and m are essentially curve
tting parameters however they are also a function of physical processes; a is related to
the soil suction at which air enters the soil (air entry value), n is a function of the rate of
moisture extraction and m is a function of the residual water content. The coecients







Table 3.1: SWCC Coecients
A nal adjustment must be made to these values during the solution of the backll
model, as the value of suction is not independent of temperature. This is because the
soil suction is linked to the surface tension of water, (Jm 3), which is temperature






(T) = 0:122   0:0002(T + 273:15) (3.12)
3.4.4 Hydraulic Permeability
The hydraulic permeability of a soil denes the speed at which moisture can move
through the medium. There are two components, the saturated hydraulic permeability
(which can easily be derived experimentally) and the unsaturated hydraulic permeabil-
ity (which is much more dicult to derive experimentally). The saturated hydraulic
permeability can be determined in a laboratory test using a constant head permeameter
as described in [93]. To ensure that a good average result was obtained, the test was
repeated 3 times for 5 backll samples, yielding an average value of 2:297x10 4 ms 1.
Numerous authors have published methods both theoretical and empirically derived
which allow the calculation of unsaturated hydraulic permeability. However the method
demonstrating the best t for this backll type has been found previously [67] to be that
by Fredlund and Xing [94], which calculates a relative permeability through reference











where,  represents moisture content, b equals ln(1000000) and y represents a dummy
variable of integration for the logarithm of suction. The subscript aev denotes the
value of the air entry value. Multiplying the relative permeability by the saturated
permeability gives the unsaturated permeability, shown in Figure 3.4.
As with soil suction, there is an additional consideration regarding the dependence of
permeability on temperature. The unsaturated permeability kunsat(;T) can be found
to be inversely proportional to the dynamic viscosity of water. As a result, a correction





(T) = 0:0014e 0:0177T (3.15)
31Figure 3.4: Unsaturated Permeability as a function of soil suction
3.4.5 Liquid Diusivity
Accurate experimental measurement of liquid diusivities is known to be an in-depth
process which is beyond the scope of this thesis. However Philip and de Vries suggest
a method for obtaining the liquid diusivities from the equation for the liquid water
velocity, U, and Darcy's Law. It is possible to arrange the liquid water velocity equation
into a form yielding terms for both the temperature and moisture gradients, i.e.




As a result it is possible to determine the two liquid diusivity values, DTL with units
of m2s 1C 1,
DTL(;T) = kunsat(;T) (;T) (3.17)












As a result it is necessary to calculate the values of the diusion coecients with respect
to both temperature and moisture, as both suction and unsaturated permeability are
functions of these values. These functions are plotted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6 below at a
number of temperatures pertinent to high voltage cables.
32Figure 3.5: Thermal Liquid Diusivity (DTL)
Figure 3.6: Isothermal Liquid Diusivity (DL)
333.4.6 Vapour Diusivity
Vapour diusivities are dened as per the work of [66], with a contribution to the overall
vapour velocity, V (ms 1), due to the thermal gradient and the moisture gradient. The
vapour velocity equation is dened as
V =  DTV rT   DV r (3.20)
The calculation of the diusion coecients is more complex than for the liquid terms,











Here Datm is the molecular diusivity of water vapour in air (m2s 1), h the relative
humidity, o the saturated water vapour density (kgm 3), ref the density of water at
room temperature (kgm 3), R is the ideal gas constant at 461.5 Jkg 1K 1 and  is the





where P is the air pressure, taken as a constant at 101325Pa and p is the partial pressure
of water vapour (kPa).  represents the equivalent ow area calculated by
 = 0:3 + 1:32(0:4   ) (3.23)
and rTa
rT is the ratio of the average temperature gradient in air-lled pores to the overall

















Here i is the thermal conductivity (Wm 1C 1) of the individual constituent of the
backll, 0 is the thermal conductivity of pore medium in the soil (Wm 1C 1) and Ga
is the air shape factor. The air shape factor is calculated by a method similar to that
used by Kimball [96].









34Figure 3.7: Thermal Vapour Diusivity (DTV )
Figure 3.8: Isothermal Vapour Diusivity (DV )
353.4.7 Thermal Conductivity
Thermal conductivity of a backll can easily be measured using the thermal probe
technique outlined in IEEE Std 442-1981 [97]. To undertake the tests at a range of
moisture contents the backll is oven dried at 105C for a minimum of 24 hours. It is
then allowed to cool and the desired volume of water is added to make up the sample. A
total of ve samples were tested for each moisture content to oset against changes due
to small variations in packing density for each test. The experimental data obtained is
shown in Figure 3.9, with the tted curve corresponding to,
k = 0:3906 + 1:6248(1   e( 16:6292)) (3.26)
In order to express the thermal conductivity information inside the nite element model
and to allow for the dry density of the backll model to be changed, a technique similar
to that employed by Johansen is employed [98]. This allows an expression for the dry
thermal conductivity of the backll to be derived









where d is the dry density of the backll (kgm 3), and also for the saturated state,




36Here Por is equal to the porosity of the backll, w is the thermal conductivity of water
as a function of temperature given by
w = 0:5599   10 5T2   0:0021T (3.29)
and s is the thermal conductivity of the solid fraction of the backll (modelled in this
case as 60% quartz and 40% mineral content). Any thermal transport by conduction or
convection in the pore air is neglected.
A dimensionless quantity known as the Kersten number, Ke, is used to characterise the
slope of the curve relating moisture content to thermal conductivity. This can be dened






















This method of predicting the Kersten number has been shown to be acceptable for a
degree of saturation greater than 10%, however other researchers have shown that the
best procedure below 10% is to apply a linear interpolation [99]. As a result, the thermal
conductivity function implemented in the backll model is
 = dry + Ke(sat   dry) (3.32)
3.4.8 Specic Heat Capacity
The volumetric specic heat capacity of a backll may be obtained by calculating the
sum of the volumetric heat capacities of its individual constituent's, weighted by their
volume fractions [100]. For the purposes of the backll models developed here, a function
is dened as
Cs = cqsd(1   Por) + cww (3.33)
where cqs is the specic heat for a quartz sand, taken to be 295Jkg 1C 1. Using this
method leads to an overestimate of the thermal capacitance of the candidate backll
used within this thesis. A correction factor is hence employed to reduce the magnitude
of the soil thermal capacitance by a factor of 4 in line with the behaviour seen in the
verication experiments.
373.5 Experimental Verication
As the backll models developed within this project are highly nonlinear, it is con-
sidered vital that any numerical modelling is benchmarked against experimental data.
This Section presents a comparison of the performance of the backll model against
two experiments. The rst represents the simplest possible one dimensional heating ar-
rangement, whilst the second utilizes a cable trough geometry to allow comparison with
a more typical installation arrangement.
3.5.1 Moisture Migration Cylinder
The moisture migration cylinder is a piece of apparatus which allows a simple one
dimensional moisture migration process to be observed. A sample of backll of known
moisture content is placed between two metal plates, the lower of which is heated and
the upper of which is maintained at a constant temperature. This allows a temperature
gradient to be induced across the medium, hence initiating the process of moisture
migration. The outer jacket of the cylinder is insulated to reduce the impact of the
ambient temperature on the temperature distribution inside the experiment. Figure
3.10 shows a cross-sectional view of the equipment.
Figure 3.10: Moisture Migration Cylinder
A series of experiments have been conducted at a range of initial moisture contents
between 1% and 10% (by volume) to allow comparison across the ranges of conditions
which might be seen in the eld. On each occasion the backll is oven dried and then
allowed to cool, prior to a known volume of water being added to the sample. The backll
is compacted into the cylinder in layers to ensure the most uniform density possible and
38to prevent the thermocouple position being disturbed. In each case the heating load is
applied for a minimum of 48 hours, which is considered to be the maximum transient
period for power cable applications.
3.5.1.1 Initial Results
A nite element representation of the experiment shown in Figure 3.10 has been con-
structed using the nonlinear coecients obtained for the candidate backll system. The
results are presented in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 below for initial volumetric moisture con-
tents of 1%, and 3% respectively. It can be seen that the predicted temperatures from
the model are much lower than those observed from the experiment. Analysis of Figures
3.13 and 3.14 shows that very little moisture migration is calculated by the modelling,
which contrasts with clear experimental evidence of moisture migration.
Figure 3.11: FEA model with original coecients, 1% initial moisture content
Figure 3.12: FEA model with original coecients, 3% initial moisture content
39Figure 3.13: Moisture prole for original FEA model at 1% initial moisture content
Figure 3.14: Moisture prole for original FEA model at 3% initial moisture content
Analysis of the coecients obtained from solving the FEA models presented above shows
that the level of isothermal diusion has been overestimated considerably by the relations
used to determine its magnitude. This is particularly true for the isothermal vapour
diusion term, which should be small at the temperatures under consideration due to
the very small amounts of vapour being produced. Other researchers have reported
similar experimental results [67]. As a result, in order to obtain a closer agreement with
obtained experimental results, a correction factor is applied to the isothermal diusion
terms to reduce the vapour diusion coecient by 2 orders of magnitude.
3.5.1.2 Modied MMA Results
By applying the correction factor discussed above, the results shown in gure 3.15 and
3.16 are obtained for an initial moisture content of 1%. On removing the backll from
the experimental apparatus after heating had been completed, it was observed that the
backll in the lower 15cm of the apparatus was almost completely dry. This was veried
by oven drying, indicating that the hypothesis that there was insucient moisture mi-
40gration (due to the unrealistically high isothermal diusion term) in the original FEA
model was correct. Figure 3.16 demonstrates moisture migration behaviour much more
similar to that of the experiment.
Figure 3.15: Temperature prole for modied FEA model, 1% initial moisture content
Figure 3.16: Moisture Prole for modied FEA model, 1% initial moisture content
The average thermal conductivity between two temperature measurement points can be
calculated from the experimental data and compared with simulation results from the
model. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 3.17 and show that they
are in general agreement. However the thermal conductivity between locations 7 and 8
(the 1.5cm band of backll above the hot plate) demonstrates a thermal conductivity
signicantly below the theoretical minimum value of 0.232W=m2K. This provides an
explanation for the larger temperature dierence between points 7 and 8 in the experi-
mental data than in the model. It is possible that this eect arises due to the temperature
dependence of the thermal conductivity of quartz or from inconsistent packing density
within the experiment. However, the interface between the dry and moist zones of back-
ll appears in approximately the same location as in the FEA model, hence validating
41the reduction in the isothermal diusion coecients. In order to improve the perfor-
mance of the model in very dry regions, a correction factor is applied to the soil thermal
conductivity equation which permits the thermal conductivity to decrease to 60% of the
theoretical value, inline with the minima seen from the experimental data.
Figure 3.17: Experimentally derived thermal conductivity, 1% initial moisture con-
tent, 40W heating power
Figure 3.18: Comparison of modelled and experimental results for 3% initial moisture
content at a heating power of 40W
Having tuned the parameters of the model, it is possible to contrast the results obtained
for the full range of models. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 demonstrate the temperature proles
obtained when a 40W heating power is used for the case of an initial volumetric moisture
content of 3% and 5%. Examining these plots it is possible to see the moisture migration
process through the gradual changes in gradient of the temperature curves. Figures 3.20
and 3.21 show the respective thermal conductivity proles. However the experimental
data is also inuenced by the diurnal variation of laboratory temperature.
In order to ensure that the model works acceptably for slightly higher heating rates,
as would be expected in the case of application to high temperature cable circuits, the
42Figure 3.19: Comparison of modelled and experimental results for 5% initial moisture
content at a heating power of 40W
Figure 3.20: Thermal conductivity prole for 3% initial moisture content, 40W heat-
ing
Figure 3.21: Thermal conductivity prole for 5% initial moisture content, 40W heat-
ing
43experiment and simulation were repeated for an initial moisture content of 3% and a
heating power of 80W. Acceptable prediction of hot plate temperature was achieved, as
demonstrated by Figure 3.22, despite poorer correlation at points T5 and T6. Evidence
of moisture migration is apparent from the thermal conductivity plot in Figure 3.23.
The oscillations on the low moisture content curves occur due to numerical error in the
solver as the moisture content tends to zero. The behaviour seen from the model is
similar to the two zone behaviour predicted by the IEC 60287 model, as can be seen
from the sharp transitions in the thermal conductivity curves in Figure 3.23.
Figure 3.22: Comparison of results for 3% moisture, 80W heating
Figure 3.23: Thermal Conductivity prole for 3% moisture, 80W heating
443.5.2 Cable Trough
In order to further validate the moisture migration based backll model prior to its
use on buried cable scenarios, an experimental cable trough installation, constructed
for a previous project, was used. A 2m length of concrete surface trough has been
tted with a 10cm diameter simulated cable and a dense network of thermocouples for
temperature measurement. Heating tapes on the outside of the simulated cable provide
a uniform heat output, with current supplied from a variable ac transformer. The
trough is lled with a uniformly moist backll (5% initial moisture content by volume),
with additional thermal insulation provided around the trough by means of polystyrene
sheets. A schematic of the test trough is shown in Figure 3.24, with the location of the
thermcouple arrays summarised in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.24: Schematic of single phase experimental cable trough
Location Array B Array E Array H
1 1.0cm 1.5cm 1.5cm
2 2.5cm 3.0cm 2.5cm
3 4.5cm 5.5cm 3.5cm
4 5.5cm 7.5cm 5.0cm
5 7.0cm 9.5cm 7.0cm
6 8.0cm 11.5cm 9.0cm
Table 3.2: Thermocouple Locations in Experimental Trough (all distances are mea-
sured from the cable surface)
3.5.2.1 Model Construction
In order to generate a 2D model of the cable trough system, it is assumed that heat
generation is uniformly distributed along the 2m cable length and that any end eects
are negligible. This assumption allows a fair comparison with the temperature measure-
45ments obtained from the central section of the experimental trough rig. It is assumed
that the backll was placed into the trough at a uniform density and a homogenous
moisture distribution of 5% by volume. As the cross section of the cable trough geome-
try is symmetrical both geometrically and physically (in terms of the heat and moisture
transport), it is only necessary to model half of the cross section. This provides benets
in terms of computational time required to solve the problem.
The nite element representation of the problem consists of four subdomains, these
are the dummy cable, backll region, the concrete cable trough and the polystyrene
insulation around the outside. The backll region is modelled as discussed in Section
3.4, whilst the other two regions are assigned constant properties. The concrete trough is
presumed to be impermeable to moisture (hence neither liquid nor vapour may escape the
trough), and possesses a thermal conductivity of 1Wm 1K 1 and a thermal capacitance
of 2MJm 3C 1. The expanded polystyrene insulation is specied to have a thermal
conductivity of 0.08Wm 1K 1 and a 32.5MJm 3C 1 thermal capacitance.
Simple thermal boundary conditions can be applied to the problem. A heat source
is introduced along the cable boundary equal to the per metre length heating power
used in the experiment. The top and side of the polystyrene insulation are assigned
a convective heat transfer coecient of 2Wm 2K 1 as in reality they do not behave
as perfect thermal insulation. The base of the trough is assigned a thermal insulation
boundary as it the trough sits on additional insulating material. The mesh used in
solving the model is shown in Figure 3.25.
Figure 3.25: Finite element mesh representation of cable trough geometry
3.5.2.2 Results Comparison
The obtained results illustrate the temperature proles obtained when a heating power
of 50W/m is applied to the cable for a duration of one week. Figure 3.26 displays the
temperature prole obtained throughout the cable trough region at the end of the one
46week heating period, while Figure 3.27 illustrates the eect of the moisture migration
phenomenon on the thermal conductivity of the backll.
It is clear from Figures 3.26 and 3.27 that a dry band of backll is predicted to form
around the outside of the cable, causing a decrease in thermal conductivity close to
the cable circuit. Figure 3.28 shows a comparison between the measured values of
temperature and those obtained from the model for the thermocouple networks to the
side of the cable (Thermocouple Array E).
Figure 3.26: Trough temperature prole with contours of volumetric moisture content
Figure 3.27: Trough thermal conductivity prole with contours of volumetric moisture
content
The heating load on the simulated cable is then increased to 80W/m for a further week.
The resultant temperature prole between the side of the cable and the trough wall is
shown in Figure 3.29, with cross-sectional temperature and thermal conductivity plots
from the numerical model shown in Figures 3.30 and 3.31.
It can be seen from the thermal conductivity proles that the dry band around the cable
47Figure 3.28: Temperature Comparison (side of cable)
has increased slightly in magnitude. Examination of the steady state temperatures in
3.29 shows a reasonable agreement between the model and the experiment at the cable
surface, with a dierence of around 1C. In this case it can be seen that the numerical
model overestimates the temperatures around the trough walls, however it is possible
that this arises from the assumptions regarding the convective heat transfer from the
polystyrene insulation.
Figure 3.29: Temperature Comparison after two weeks operation
48Figure 3.30: Trough thermal prole with contours of volumetric moisture content
(after two weeks operation)
Figure 3.31: Trough thermal conductivity prole with contours of volumetric moisture
content (after two weeks operation)
3.6 Summary
This chapter represents an essential step towards developing rating models for high
temperature cable circuits. By combining a dynamic backll model with nite element
based rating models such as those described in [49] it is possible to examine the eect
of moisture migration on realistic cable circuit geometries. Initially the study focuses
on directly buried cable circuits, contrasting the rating potential of higher temperature
cables against traditional XLPE designs. Having shown the ability to solve the problem
of directly buried cable circuits, the backll model has been integrated into rating models
49for water cooled cable circuits. It can be shown that the use of water cooling may extend
the available transient duration by reducing moisture migration.
50Chapter 4
Rating Buried Cable Circuits
The previous Chapter detailed the development and validation of a dynamic backll
model for buried high voltage cable systems. Having successfully benchmarked the
model against laboratory experiments, it is possible to model directly the process of
moisture migration around directly buried cable systems. The main type of installation
considered is where cables are directly buried in the ground without any additional
cooling. It is also possible to install water cooling pipes around the cables to further
increase the circuit rating, a technique which has been used by National Grid in a number
of cases. However this approach does generate a signicant maintenance overhead and
also introduces a risk to the system availability, as the full design rating will not be
achieved should the water cooling fail. For this reason the potential ratings available
from high temperature cables without water cooling have been compared to those from
a conventional XLPE cable which is water cooled.
4.1 Modelling Strategy
The calculation of ratings for the buried cable circuits can be achieved by modelling 2D
slices through the cable route, subject to the following assumptions:
 The burial depth remains constant
 The backll material remains the same along the cable route
 There are no external heat sources which might aect the thermal prole of the
cable
The modelling process for water cooled cable circuits is slightly dierent to that of
directly buried cable circuits, as the temperature of the water increases with distance
from the coolant inlet point. This means that even where the burial depth of the cable
51circuits remains constant, the conductor temperature of the cable circuit will change
depending on the axial location under consideration. As a result, a pseudo 3D model
is created to represent the circuit. This involves modelling a slice through the cable
circuit at regular intervals, with these slices being connected by calculating the increase
in water temperature between each slice. The following section outlines the modelling
parameters and the processes involved.
4.1.1 Installation Arrangement
This Section details the installation arrangements of the cable circuit and outlines mod-
elling conditions utilised for this study. The cable design used is common to all models
presented within this thesis and is based on a design presently in use on the National
Grid 400kV transmission network. The cable has a copper conductor which is sur-
rounded by a polymeric dielectric - the dielectric thickness is the same regardless of
whether the dielectric material is conventional XLPE or a high temperature dielectric.
As the properties of high temperature dielectrics are not yet known in full, it is necessary
to make some assumptions regarding the appropriate thermal and electrical properties.
The approach taken here is to assign the same thermal and electrical properties to the
HT cables as the XLPE cables, meaning that any rating gain is purely related to the
additional thermal headroom rather than potential improvement in material properties.
Both cables are considered to have a copper wire screen and a polyethylene oversheath.
A summary of the applicable properties is detailed in Table 4.1.
The installation arrangement considered for the directly buried (naturally cooled) case
is that of a modern XLPE cable circuit, shown in Figure 4.1 below. The core-core con-
ductor spacing is 385mm, with all cables buried at a depth of 1050mm. Throughout the
modelling it is assumed that the sheaths are cross-bonded, yielding the lowest possible
sheath losses.
Figure 4.1: Cable installation arrangement for naturally cooled circuit
52Geometric Parameters 400kV cable
Conductor Cross Sectional Area (mm2) 2500
Conductor Diameter (mm) 64
Dielectric Thickness (mm) 31
Outer Spaced Copper Wire Screen Diameter (mm) 132
External Diameter (mm) 148
Phase Separation (mm) 385
Thermal Parameters
Dielectric Thermal Resistivity (Km/W) 3.5
Serving Thermal Resistivity (Km/W) 3.5
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Conductor
(J=m3K)
3:45x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Dielectric
(J=m3K)
2:4x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Spaced Copper
Wire Screen (J=m3K)
3:45x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Serving
(J=m3K)
2:4x106
Cable Surface Emissivity 0.9
Conductor Temperature Limit (C) 90/120/150
Electrical Parameters
Resistivity of conductor 
m 1:7241x10 8





Screen Loss Factor (left, centre, right) 0.0111/0.0433/0.0105
Dielectric relative permittivity 2.4
System Frequency (Hz) 50
Phase to Earth Voltage (V) 230940
Tangent of dielectric loss angle 0.001
Table 4.1: Cable Specications
For the water cooled system the geometry is slightly dierent, as shown in Figure 4.2. In
this case, the cooling system \go" pipes (i.e. those connected to the inlet) are numbers
2 and 3, such that the coolest water is running past the centre phase. The water is
then returned to the cooling station via pipes 1 and 4. The cables and water pipes
are installed in a small region of CBS (1m in width by 30cm in depth), with the cable
centres 10cm from the base of the CBS region. The phase to phase spacing of the cables
is 385mm. The water pipes themselves are polymeric in construction, with an internal
diameter of 66mm and an external diameter of 90mm. The overall length of the cooling
circuit (from inlet to turnaround point) is 2.7km, the coolant ow rate 1 litre per second
per pipe and the coolant inlet temperature assumed constant at 15C.
53Figure 4.2: Geometry of forced-water cooled circuit
4.1.2 Modelling Assumptions
In order to allow clear comparison between dierent cable design options, the majority of
model properties remain the same across all of the cable variations studied. Full details
on cable construction are provided in Table 4.1 The most important are highlighted
below:
Assumptions relating to the cable:
 Joule losses are assigned to the outer boundary of the conductor, which is modelled
as a solid piece of copper.
 Dielectric losses are distributed across the dielectric region using the voltage de-
pendent function described in [49].
 Sheath losses are assigned to the inner boundary of the sheath region (i.e. the
interface between the dielectric and the sheath).
 Conductor ac resistance is considered to be fully variable with temperature. The
calculation implemented is that presented in [18].
Assumptions relating to the thermal environment:
 The remote ground temperature is assigned to be 12C, as suggested by [62].
 The air temperature is xed at 15C, with the ground surface modelled as a still air
convection boundary with a heat transfer coecient of 6 Wm 2K 1. This is es-
sential as assuming an isothermal ground surface condition with high temperature
cables would be too optimistic based on the work reported in [49].
 At the start of a steady state calculation, the moisture distribution within the
backll is uniform with the initial temperature being 12C.
 Dry density of the backll is assumed to be 1575kgm 3.
54 All external boundaries are considered to be insulating to moisture. This does
mean that there is no moisture input to the backll (for instance due to rainfall).
A number of assumptions must also be made regarding the operation of the water cooling








where Ts and Tb are the inner pipe wall and bulk coolant temperatures in K, k is
the thermal conductivity of water (taken as 0:5991W:m 1:K 1 at 20C) and D is the










where ReD is the dimensionless Reynolds number, NuD the Nusselt number for the
coolant ow, and Pr is the Prandtl number of water (taken as 7.14 at 20C). As the pipe




In order to calculate the increase in the water temperature between slices, it is necessary
to integrate the heat ux crossing each of the water pipe boundaries. This is then used
within




to obtain the temperature rise between the two slices, where Tb;in is the water temper-
ature in a particular pipe at the current slice, q is the heat ux (Wm 2) entering the
pipe, D is the pipe diameter (m), L is the length of pipe between slices (m), m is the
mass ow rate (kg:s 1) and Cp is the specic heat capacity of water (kJkg 1K 1).
4.2 Continuous Ratings for Uncooled Circuits
As stated previously, continuous ratings are to be obtained for both the standard XLPE
cable and high temperature cables capable of conductor temperatures of 120C and
150C. All continuous ratings are calculated by solving the full transient calculation
over a period of 40 years, at which point steady state conditions have been reached. As
a further comparison, the rating is also calculated using an FEA model with the same
assumptions as the partial drying algorithm provided within IEC 60287 [18].
554.2.1 Results with Dynamic Backll Model
The performance of the high temperature cable designs is to be benchmarked against
that oered by the existing capability of standard XLPE cables. The continuous rating
for this system is derived using the same dynamic backll model as that used for the
high temperature cables to ensure a true comparison. Ratings are obtained by iteratively
solving the model for higher levels of current, until the maximum conductor temperature
criterion is reached.
To obtain a steady state solution, a transient model is solved for a forty year period that
represents the design lifetime of the cable. A variable timestep is specied such that the
solution takes smaller steps initially (when the change in temperatures and movement
of moisture is relatively large), but does not excessively extend the computational time
required towards the end of the time period. The results obtained are summarised in
Figure 4.3 and Table 4.2 below.
Figure 4.3: Variation of continuous rating with conductor temperature and volumetric
moisture content
 90C 120C 150C
3% 1228A 1439A 1650A
5% 1274A 1476A 1670A
7.5% 1365A 1538A 1708A
10% 1426A 1582A 1739A
15% 1500A 1641A 1785A
Table 4.2: Continuous Ratings from Dynamic Backll Model
As would be expected, the circuit rating increases with increasing volumetric moisture
content due to the rise in thermal conductivity of the backll. The extent of the dry
zone around the cable circuit depends largely on the initial volumetric moisture content.
The steady state moisture distribution for two initial moisture contents are shown in
56Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Examining Figure 4.4 for the resulting moisture distribution with a
3% initial condition, it is apparent that the whole of the area around the cable is almost
completely dry, with the moisture front being located in the region of the 20C isotherm.
For the case of the 10% initial condition shown in Figure 4.5, the dry zone appears much
smaller, with the interface between dry and moist soil occurring at around the point of
the 35C isotherm. The much smaller dry region, combined with the higher thermal
conductivity of the remote soil, explains why the rating obtained in this case is much
higher than for the 3% case.
Figure 4.4: Steady State Moisture Distribution (Conventional Cable, initial =3%)
Figure 4.5: Steady State Moisture Distribution (Conventional Cable, initial =15%)
Although the utilisation of higher conductor temperatures does lead to some rating gains,
they are on the whole modest. For 150C operation the highest percentage increase is
34%, which is found for the 3% moisture condition, but the percentage increase is only
19% at 15% initial moisture content. However, were such high conductor temperatures
to be used on a continuous basis the temperature rise at the ground surface would be
substantial, as shown in Figure 4.6.
57Figure 4.6: Temperature prole for continuous operation at 150C, 10% moisture
content
4.2.2 Comparison to Two Zone Methodology
To allow comparison between the results obtained above and standard methods, a nite
element version of the IEC 60287 partial drying calculation was implemented. This
additional model has been created with a temperature dependent backll thermal con-
ductivity, where the dierence between moist and dry material is dened by the location
of either the 20C or 50C isotherm. At temperatures greater than the stated limits the
thermal resistance was set to 3.45KmW 1 (the maximum found in the full dynamic
backll model), while below the same temperature the thermal resistance of the backll
matches the initial condition from the dynamic backll FEA model. Three sets of steady
state results were obtained:
 Simplied two zone FEA model with dry interface at 20C
 Simplied two zone FEA model with dry interface at 50C
 Full dynamic backll model
Assessing the data summarised in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 below, a number of trends are
apparent. When compared to the results from the full dynamic backll model, the 2 zone
model with wet/dry interface at 20C appears pessimistic by between 2.6% and 12.3%
(expressed as a percentage of the dynamic backll model ratings), with the greatest
range across the moisture contents being for the standard XLPE cable system. For the
90C cable at least, the discrepancy with the full backll model appears to increase
with moisture content. It was noted in Section 4.2.1 that the temperature at which
the dry zone occurred appeared to increase with moisture content, most likely due to
a corresponding decrease in soil suction. This could explain the reasoning behind the
dierences in results, as placing the wet/dry interface at 20C would be pessimistic for
an initial moisture content of 15%.
58 90C % Change 120C % Change 150C % Change
3% 1195 2.6% 1398 2.8% 1560 5.5%
5% 1228 3.6% 1430 3.1% 1594 4.5%
7.5% 1262 7.5% 1467 4.6% 1627 4.7%
10% 1298 8.9% 1503 5.0% 1662 4.4%
15% 1316 12.3% 1520 4.4% 1680 5.9%
Table 4.3: Continuous Ratings from 2 zone FEA model (convective ground surface,
dry zone at 20C)
 90C % Change 120C % Change 150C % Change
3% 1434 16.8% 1582 9.9% 1707 2.7%
5% 1584 24.3% 1711 15.9% 1822 9.1%
7.5% 1712 26.2% 1824 18.6% 1921 12.5%
10% 1825 28.0% 1926 21.7% 2021 16.2%
15% 2004 33.6% 2114 28.8% 2190 22.7%
Table 4.4: Continuous Ratings from 2 zone FEA model (convective ground surface,
dry zone at 50C)
The data in Table 4.4 demonstrates the importance of selecting the most appropriate
temperature for the interface isotherm. By placing the isotherm at 50C, the vast
majority of the soil/backll region is outside of the dry zone, meaning that the calculation
is showing almost no moisture migration for a conductor temperature of 90C. This
explains the very high rating dierences (up to 33.6%) observed between this model and
the full dynamic backll model, with the 2 zone model being optimistic. Again, the
dierence between the two ratings increases as the initial moisture content increases.
The key conclusion that can be drawn from the data presented in this Section concerns
the validity of assuming that the wet/dry interface will occur at a set temperature. While
the results seen in Chapter 3 support the existence of a fairly well dened boundary be-
tween the two regions, it was clear in Section 4.3.1 that increasing the initial moisture
content from 3% to 15% changed the location of the wet/dry interface in the dynamic
backll model from 20C to 35C. This means that the bulk moisture content of the ma-
terial may need to be considered, as well as the dry properties of the material. However,
it is beyond the scope of this thesis to determine the most appropriate method as it
would require a wide range of soil types to be tested using the methodologies described
in Chapter 3.
4.3 Calculation of Continuous Ratings for Water-Cooled
Circuits
In order to benchmark the performance improvement available from the HT cable cir-
cuits, ratings have been calculated for a water-cooled conventional XLPE cable circuit.
59The use of water cooling greatly increases the continuous rating of the cable circuit by
removing heat from the backll medium which surrounds the cable circuit. As a result,
the conductor temperature of the cable will be signicantly lower for any given load,
even where the coolant ow rate is reasonably small.
4.3.1 Full dynamic backll model
Steady state temperature distributions have been obtained for a range of moisture con-
tents with a loading of 2564A, which gives the 90C rating with the lowest moisture
content of 3% (Figure 4.7). The solution time required for the model varies as a func-
tion of circuit loading. The reason for this is that where the level of moisture migration
is low and the speed of the moisture front is suciently slow, the FEA solver may take
relatively large time steps without a reduction in the accuracy of the solution. As a
result, it is possible to obtain the solution to the model for a loading of 1500A within
one hour. The solution time appears to increase exponentially with circuit loading, as
the time necessary at the 90C rating of 2564A (3% moisture) is around 12 hours.
Figure 4.7: Contours of temperature at 2564A, initial moisture content 3%
When compared with the ratings of the equivalent directly buried circuits, it is apparent
that the use of water cooling brings signicant gains in steady state rating. Where the
cables were directly buried, the continuous rating at 90C is only 1228A, compared to
the 2564A available when water cooling is used, a gain of 109%. The available rating
from the water-cooled XLPE circuit is signicantly higher than the rating for the 150C
un-cooled circuit (1650A). Even where the initial moisture content for the buried model
is 15%, the water-cooled XLPE circuit still oers a rating 43.6% higher than the 150C
buried cable circuit. This reinforces the notion that the true benets of high temperature
operation of buried cables are likely to be under emergency rating conditions, as the
water-cooled system will still oer a better continuous rating.
60Figure 4.8: Contour plot of moisture content at 2564A, initial moisture content 3%
Figure 4.8 also demonstrates the eect of the water cooling pipes on reducing the level
of moisture migration around the cable groups when compared to the equivalent directly
buried case (Figure 4.5). While moisture migration does still occur, the overall size of
the dry zone is signicantly smaller than was seen in the directly buried case. Hence it
is clear that a signicant part of the rating gain from the water cooling appears not just
from the cooling of the cables by the water pipes, but also the reduction in the ground
thermal resistance outside of the CBS region.
As the coolant temperature increases as it passes along the cable route, the conductor
temperature prole is not uniform. Figure 4.9 demonstrates the cable temperature
prole for the 90C rating case, with the centre conductor rising in temperature from
83.9C at the coolant inlet to 90C at the turn around point. The outer phases show
Figure 4.9: Conductor temperature variation at steady state rating (2564A, 3% mois-
ture content)
61less of an increase in temperature along the route due to the water in the return pipes at
the inlet end (slice 1) being at its maximum temperature. The corresponding change in
coolant temperature is shown in Figure 4.10, with the water in the \go" pipes increasing
from 15C to 23.5C at the turnaround point. As less heat is transferred to the water
whilst in the return pipe (due to the position of these pipes further away from the
cable groups), the coolant temperature increase on the return leg is lower with a water
temperature at the outlet of 28.6C.
Figure 4.10: Variation in water temperature along route
4.3.2 Two zone FEA model
During the study of directly buried cable ratings, a comparison was undertaken between
the dry zone implementation of IEC 60287, a similar two zone FEA model and the
full dynamic backll model. It was observed that where the simple two zone FEA
model was specied as having a free air convection boundary condition, it would under-
estimate the true rating of the cable circuit (partly as this model does not consider the
transfer of latent heat in water vapour as it migrates away from the cable and partly
due to specication of the wet/dry interface). However, this model oers a signicant
advantage in that it can be solved in a much shorter time frame.
In order to investigate whether the outcome would be similar for water cooled circuits,
the thermal properties of the backll model have been simplied to allow a two level
temperature dependent thermal resistivity. At temperatures greater than 20C, the
thermal resistance is 3.45KmW 1 (the maximum found in the full dynamic backll
model), while below 20C the thermal resistance of the backll is matched to the initial
condition of the dynamic backll model. The CBS region remains at its maximum
thermal resistivity of 1.2KmW 1 throughout. A comparison is formed by solving both
water-cooled models for the same value of current (2564A giving 90C at 3% moisture
content). The maximum conductor temperatures are as indicated in Figure 4.11. It can
62Figure 4.11: Comparison of conductor temperatures at 2564A for water cooled models
be seen that at 3% the agreement between the two models is very good, with the two
zone model giving a lower conductor temperature by 0.3C. At a moisture content of
10% the 2 zone model over-predicts the conductor temperature by around 1.8C. This
demonstrates that where the level of moisture migration is limited, taking a two zone
approximation may be valid.
4.4 Emergency Ratings for Uncooled Circuits
Having obtained the continuous ratings of the cable circuits under investigation, it is
possible to conduct a more detailed examination of the emergency rating capability. The
rst set of emergency ratings discussed here are for a post-fault period of 6 hours, as this
is the most commonly used emergency rating specication within National Grid. The
possibilities of extending the duration of the post-fault rating are explored in Section
4.4.2. The pre-fault loading is specied as either 60% or 75% of the continuous current
rating for the circuit, unless otherwise stated. Given the observations made on the
agreement between the simple 2 zone model, the results are compared to those results
from the two zone model where the wet/dry interface falls at 20C.
4.4.1 Results for the 6hr Rating
In order to calculate the 6hr rating, the dynamic backll model is solved for the preload
current owing for a duration of 40 years to obtain a steady state solution. This steady
63state solution is then set as the initial condition for the transient solution. The same
variable timestep approach is used to solve the emergency rating models to ensure that
the start of the transient is calculated accurately. The results obtained for a 60% preload
are shown in Figure 4.12 and for a 75% preload in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.12: 6hr Ratings with 60% preload
Examining the data in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 it is immediately apparent that for all
conductor temperatures studied the emergency rating does not greatly increase once
the initial moisture content exceeds 7.5%. Such behaviour is observed due to the initial
conductor temperatures (at the start of the transient) being very similar. Indeed for
each maximum conductor temperature considered there is a maximum increase of only
11% to the emergency rating between the initial moisture contents of 3% and 15%. The
reason for this behaviour is that the time constant of the cable is of a similar order of
magnitude to the length of the transient being modelled. Therefore the thermal impact
of the cable on the surrounding soil is quite limited.
Although the variation in emergency rating for constant maximum conductor tempera-
ture across a range of soil water contents is small, substantial dierences are observed
where the water content is constant and the 6hr ratings at 90C and 150C are con-
sidered. Examining the data for a 60% preload and a 3% initial moisture content, the
6hr rating increase is almost 30%. From an operational standpoint such an increase
could prove extremely valuable in lifting network constraints and may in fact prove
more utilizable than the increases in continuous rating.
Although the IEC 60287 methodology is not designed for transient analysis, it is possible
to compare a transient version of the 2 zone FEA model to the results from the full
dynamic backll model. The results for a 60% preload are shown in Figure 4.14, with
64Figure 4.13: 6hr Ratings with a 75% preload
similar trends visible to those seen in the steady state analysis. The agreement between
the two models is better at low initial moisture contents, with the two zone model
becoming pessimistic once the moisture content exceeds 5%. Again this occurs as the
moisture migration model allows a gradual transition to the fully dry zone at lower
moisture contents, while the 2 zone model forces an immediate transition at the 20C
isotherm.
Figure 4.14: Comparison of 6hr ratings between moisture migration and 2 zone FEA
models
65Given that high temperature operation may prove more benecial under the emergency
rating conditions than in steady state, it might prove advantageous to operate the high
temperature cable as if it were a standard XLPE cable except where the 6hr rating
is brought into use. This then provides the maximum possible conductor temperature
headroom as the initial conductor temperature could be as much as 100C below the
maximum limit. Figure 4.15 illustrates the available 6hr ratings in this case, with the
curves showing that the rating available could be as much as 600A higher than when
the full continuous rating is used. Such a mode of application would allow like for like
replacement of existing life expired 400kV cable, with an emergency rating still being
available even if the system had been operating at or near to its continuous rating.
Figure 4.15: 6hr Ratings where continuous is constrained to 90C
4.4.2 Results for the 24hr Rating
It was demonstrated in Section 4.4.1 that the high temperature cables may be able to
lift some network constraints through their higher 6hr rating. However in some cases
a constraint may arise not just from the maximum value of load current available, but
also the duration for which it can be applied. The additional exibility available from
the high temperature cables might be able to extend the 6hr rating period signicantly,
perhaps as far as 24 hours. Were this to be technically feasible, it would greatly extend
the time frames available for both fault repair and scheduled maintenance. To explore
this possibility further, the calculations undertaken for the 6hr rating are repeated but
for a maximum duration of 24 hours.
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 compare the 6hr and 24hr ratings available for preloads of 60%
and 75% respectively. As would be expected the 24hr ratings are lower than the 6hr
ratings, however one key conclusion can be drawn from these plots. In both cases when
66Figure 4.16: Comparison of 6hr and 24hr ratings with a 60% preload
Figure 4.17: Comparison of 6hr and 24hr ratings with 75% preload
comparing the 6hr rating at 90C and the 24hr rating at 150C it can be seen that the
latter slightly exceeds the former. Therefore it would seem feasible that the introduction
of 24hr ratings could allow the 6hr rating of a buried XLPE cable to be available for 4
times the current emergency rating duration.
When comparing the data from the full model and the 2 zone model, the trends seen
are very similar to the 6hr rating, as evidenced by Figure 4.18. Agreement is best at
the lowest moisture contents, with the 2 zone model becoming slightly optimistic at
15% moisture content. However for the majority of combinations tested the dierence
is less than 3%. This further validates the modelling techniques used within the full
dynamic backll model, as it demonstrates that the ratings being calculated are within
the expected ranges from more conventional techniques.
67Figure 4.18: Comparison of 24hr ratings from full and 2 zone models
4.5 Emergency Ratings for Water-Cooled Circuits
Having obtained the continuous ratings of the cable circuits under investigation, it is
possible to conduct a more detailed examination of the emergency rating capability of
water-cooled circuits. The rst set of emergency ratings discussed here are for a post-
fault period of 6 hours, as this is the most commonly used emergency rating specication
within National Grid. For comparison, the appropriate 24 hour ratings have also been
calculated and are presented in the following Section. Comparisons are made to the
performance of the directly buried high temperature cables to further inform the nal
discussion on the merits of the new technology.
4.5.1 Results for the 6hr Rating
The preload settings specied for this analysis is 60% of the continuous rating of the
water cooled XLPE circuit. The results obtained are detailed in Table 4.5. As at present
the rating would be restricted to 4000A by other components (such as circuit breakers)
in most cases, the ratings for operation at 90C are already suciently high that the
cable would no longer be the limiting factor in the 6hr rating of the overall circuit.
The performance at 120C and 150C is suciently high that it is likely to exceed the
available rating of an overhead line.
Conductor Temperature Preload (A) 6hr Rating (A) 6hr Rating of buried cable
90C 1538A 3811A 3044A
120C 1538A 4391A 3566A
150C 1538A 4855A 3943A
Table 4.5: 6 Hour Ratings with a 60% preload at 3% initial moisuture content
To allow further comparison between the full backll model and the reduced two zone
68approach, the reduced approach has also been used to calculate the six hour emergency
ratings on the assumption of a 60% preload and the results are shown in Table 4.6. The
agreement between the two models is surprisingly good, with the variation being less
than 1.5% in all cases. The reason for this accuracy is that the positioning of the water
cooling pipes within the CBS region reduces the relative impact of the remainder of
the backll on the conductor temperatures. This provides an explanation for the closer
agreement between the models than that found for the directly buried cables.
Conductor Temperature Preload (A) 6hr Rating (A) 6hr Rating (2 zone)
90C 1538A 3811A 3850A (1.0%)
120C 1538A 4391A 4433A (0.95%)
150C 1538A 4855A 4927A (1.5%)
Table 4.6: 6 Hour Ratings with a 60% preload at 3% initial moisture content, 2 zone
model
4.5.2 Results for the 24hr Rating
During the analysis of the directly buried cable circuits, it was noted that the 24 hour
ratings available from the high temperature cables could match and in some cases exceed
the 6 hour ratings available from XLPE circuits. As a result, additional modelling for
water-cooled circuits has been carried out to establish how this behaviour compares to a
water-cooled cable circuit. In order to allow direct comparison between the 6hr and 24hr
ratings, the same preloads of 60% of continuous has been specied for both. From the
results in Table 4.7 it is immediately clear that the 24hr rating of a water-cooled high
temperature circuit would exceed the 6hr rating of the same circuit in its uncooled form.
The agreement seen between the simple model and the full dynamic backll model is
poorer than was the case for 6 hours - the reason for this is linked to the time constant of
the cable. Due to the thermal capacitance of the cable, the eect of the sudden increase
in load does not have a signicant eect on either the coolant water temperatures or
those of the soil outside of the CBS region. As a result the thermal environment is much
less signicant than the initial cable temperature over 6 hours. However, quadrupling
the duration of the emergency rating to 24hrs means that thermal eects of the ground
become much more inuential on the magnitude of the rating.
Conductor Temperature Preload (A) 24hr Rating (full) 6hr Rating (2 zone)
90C 1538A 2950A 3281A (11.2%)
120C 1538A 3406A 3762A (10.4%)
150C 1538A 3763A 4145A (10.1%)
Table 4.7: Comparison of 24hr Ratings with a 60% preload at 3% initial moisuture
content
Even though the ratings from the two models dier by around 10%, it is clear that
water cooling of conventional cables will still lead to 24hr ratings comparable to the
696hr ratings available from uncooled XLPE cables. Overall, the performance of the
high temperature cables over 24 hour ratings (both with and without cooling) clearly
exceeds what is available from XLPE cables today and may allow Transmission System
Operators (TSO's) such as National Grid considerably more exibility in the operation
of their networks through extending the standard post fault rating period to 24 hours.
4.6 Summary of Buried Ratings
This Chapter has presented a method by which the dynamic backll model developed
in Chapter 3 can be successfully applied to the case of buried cable circuits. Although
the computational requirements for these models are reasonably high, they are well
within the capability of high specication personal computers. Throughout the results
presented, comparisons have been made with a simpler model based on the two zone
concept introduced in IEC 60287. This has permitted the benchmarking of the full
dynamic backll models against what is eectively a conventional rating technique. In
the majority of cases the results obtained from the two zone model are within 10% of
the rating of the more complex dynamic backll model.
The continuous ratings obtained for the high temperature cables in the direct burial
case are up to 30% greater than the continuous ratings calculated for the XLPE cables,
however, the analysis of water cooled cables has shown that conventional external pipe
water cooling technology will always give a higher continuous rating than the uncooled
high temperature cable. Given the substantial increase in losses associated with higher
conductor temperatures, it is therefore likely that operating buried cables at 150C
continuously would not prove economic especially if the utility in question needs to
account for transmission losses nancially.
Where the real benets from the high temperature cables become available is the scenario
of emergency ratings. Two main benets were noted - the rst benet being the increase
in available emergency rating over the 6hr period, which might allow better matching
of cable post-fault ratings to those of overhead lines. Secondly, it would appear possible
to stretch an existing 6hr rating from an XLPE cable to a duration of 24hrs when a
150C cable is deployed. Both of these benets could have a signicant impact upon
the constraint costs experienced by utilities when one or more circuits are unavailable
either due to a fault or scheduled maintenance.
However in most 400kV cable circuits the route length required cannot be achieved with
a single length of cable, bringing about the need for high voltage cable joints. Chapter
5 will build on the results detailed here to determine the possible thermal impact of
high temperature operation on cable joints through the use of three dimensional nite
element modelling.
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Analysis of Buried Cable Joints
Work presented in Chapter 4 has illustrated the value of using nite element analysis
techniques for performing circuit rating calculations for both directly buried and buried
forced cooled cable circuits. In determining the ratings of these circuits, no consideration
was given to the joint bay itself. While some authors feel that the joint is intrinsically
similar to the cable circuit (hence behaving in a similar way thermally), this is unlikely
to be the case where high temperature circuits are concerned. Previously published
research by the author has also proved that this is not the case where external pipe
water cooling is employed [102]. This chapter presents a reliable method by which the
thermal implications of joint bays can be analysed, allowing the criterion under which
they might prove to be the limiting factor on the circuit thermal rating to be identied.
Methods are presented for both directly buried and buried forced cooled joint bays, with
future design considerations for high temperature jointing systems identied.
5.1 Background
Traditionally most uncooled circuit ratings are derived by calculation of the rating of
the cables alone, assuming that any cable accessories operate at an equivalent or lower
temperature owing to the increased core-core spacing at the joint position relative to the
remainder of the cable route. Within the UK transmission network, for forced-cooled
joint bays, an allowance is made for an increase in temperature across the joint bay
through the use of a de-rating factor. Consequently, this Chapter aims to examine the
implications of dierent joint bay types on the steady state circuit rating and identify
where direct consideration of the eect of a joint bay may be necessary. This is to be
achieved through the creation of 3D FEA models, allowing the conductor temperature
proles through the joint bay to be examined.
Early methods for the calculation of temperatures within high voltage cable joints largely
relied on the use of electrical analogues, with simple admittance and capacitance net-
71works designed to represent the thermal properties of the joint [103]. These systems can
be solved mathematically, or alternatively the equivalent circuit can be constructed and
physical measurements made to derive the required results, as in [104]. This technique
can also be used to estimate thermal conditions quickly when applied to temperature
monitoring systems [105]. Whilst in some cases this may be a useful technique, there
are practical limits on the level of geometric detail which can be modelled.
Other researchers have developed numerical methods based on the lumped parameter
approach, for instance [106, 107] where 2D slices of a joint bay geometry are linked
axially between materials of high thermal conductivity. Methods of this type oer an
improvement in solution quality over the simpler analogue approach, however, the num-
ber of mesh nodes used was restricted by the available computational power. Modern
FEA tools now allow for automatic mesh generation and have improved post-processing
capabilities, reducing the complexity of building a model when compared with [106].
Such tools have been used by many authors to examine problems related to cable rat-
ings, as outlined in Section 2.2.5. Recent improvements in the cost and availability of
computational resources now allow more complex models for situations such as joint
bays to be built and solved.
5.2 Naturally Cooled Installations
The rst type of installation considered here is that of directly buried cable circuits
without additional cooling, for which the cable only ratings were presented in 4.2.
5.2.1 Modelling Approach
Large scale 3D FEA models have the potential to become inecient in terms of the
computational time and eort required to obtain a solution. To ensure that the level of
detail within the 3D joint bay models developed here is sucient but not excessive, initial
studies were performed on single joints under the assumption of axial symmetry. Such
models can be built and solved at a much greater speed, allowing a sensitivity analysis of
the model parameters to be undertaken to identify the relative importance of individual
components of the cable joint to the overall solution. Employing this method allows
unnecessary detail to be removed from the 3D joint bay models, while simultaneously
providing qualication results.
5.2.2 Installation Properties
The joint design used within this analysis is based on a 400kV XLPE joint design to
match the cable dimensions under study. The two sections of conductor are joined using
72a copper ferrule, enclosed within polymeric insulation. The electrical components of the
joint are enclosed within a copper case, with the whole joint then enclosed within a glass
bre enclosure. An outline image of the joint is shown in Figure 5.1. Details of the joint
construction and material properties are given in Table 5.1









Joint Screen Wires 2 Copper 120
Cable Conductor 64 Copper 385
Joint Ferrule 90 Copper 385
Cable Dielectric 126 XLPE/HT 0.286
Cable Sheath 132 Copper wire 298
Cable Serving 148 PE 0.286
Joint Dielectric 206 XLPE/HT 0.286
Joint Case 215 Copper 385
Joint Box 220 Glass Fibre 0.167
Table 5.1: Joint Construction Data and Material Properties
735.2.3 Axially Symmetric Model
The majority of the models discussed in Section 5.1 are reliant upon the assumption of
axial symmetry. This is a reasonable assumption for a joint in air, where the air temper-
ature around the circumference is approximately constant, but may be less acceptable
in a buried system. However it represents the rst step of model development in this
Chapter.
In order to model under the conditions of axial symmetry, a number of assumptions
regarding the model geometry must be made. The box surrounding the joint has been
considered to be cylindrical, neglecting the turrets found on the top where the earth
bonds would be attached. The copper screen wires wound around the joint have been
modelled as a solid and continuous region, but with a reduced thermal conductivity value
of 120Wm 1K 1. Derivation of this value was through a simple FEA model where a
small section of the screen wire is placed between two isothermal surfaces. The regions
between the wires and the interface are modelled as the polymeric dielectric, as would be
the case in the joint itself, with Fouriers Law being applied to determine the equivalent
thermal conductivity of the region from the heat ux across it. All small geometric
details, such as bolts, are removed from the model geometry due to the negligible eect
they represent to the overall heat-transfer problem.
The modelling of the heat sources is achieved via the same methods used in Chapter 4
for the buried cable modelling. The joule losses are calculated using the full IEC 60287
equations as presented in [18], with the heat source applied to the outer boundary of
the conductor. The sheath losses are calculated in a similar manner but with the heat
source applied to the inner boundary of the sheath. The heat ux from the dielectric
losses is distributed throughout the dielectric regions according to the expression of [49].
It is not possible to directly represent a ground surface within the axially symmetric
model. Instead, the remote environment boundary condition is specied as an isotherm
of 12C, located a set distance, Dext, from the radial centre of the joint. This value was
selected to represent the thermal resistance equivalent to the 1.05m burial depth used
















where s is the thermal resistivity of the soil (KmW 1), L is the burial depth (m) and
De is the external diameter of the cable (m). This allows the position of the external











A zero heat ux boundary is specied 10 m along the conductor from the joint centre.
74This distance was veried as being large enough such that the conductor axial heat ux
distribution was not articially constrained.
As was noted previously, the 2D axially symmetric joint model is best suited to the case
where the joint is installed in air and hence this step in the model development process is
extremely useful for the case of joints installed in forced ventilated tunnels, as presented
in Chapter 6. For the buried case, the model can still provide temperature proles for
the case of a single cable and joint assembly in thermal isolation (i.e. with no mutual
heating eects from other joints). An example result for the 10% moisture content case
is shown in Figure 5.2. From the plot it is clear that the temperature in the joint centre
is around 7C higher than the remote cable temperature. This clearly demonstrates
the potential for the joint ferrule temperature to exceed the conductor temperature in
a buried three phase system unless additional core-core spacing is provided in the joint
bay. This issue will be studied further in Section 5.2.4.
Figure 5.2: Example Joint Temperatures for Axially Symmetric Model
Prior to extending the modelling into 3D space, it is essential that the number of mesh el-
ements required for the problem are minimised as far as possible. However this must not
be at the expense of the quality of the solution. Work published in [102] demonstrated
the use of a sensitivity analysis technique for oil-paper cable joints which identied that
a number of geometric features could be removed or combined with minimal impact on
the solution. Some of the simplications described are not applicable here (for instance
the removal of the oil duct, which is not present in a polymeric cable system); some,
however, merit further consideration.
The 90C rating of the model shown in Figure 5.2.3 is 2368A with all geometric details
modelled. Several of the minor geometric details can be removed without making a
large impact on the overall joint rating. The copper screen wires along the joint stress
cone can be included into the adjacent dielectric region at a cost of a rating decrease
75of only 13A. The decrease occurs for two reasons, rstly the minor increase in radial
thermal resistance, and secondly a reduction in the amount of axial heat transfer. An-
other simplication which can be made without material decrease in accuracy is the
merging of the cable screen and oversheath. As there are no heat sources between these
components they can be simply represented with an equivalent thermal conductivity of
0.295W:m 1K 1, leading to a rating decrease of only 1A. Combining these two simpli-
cations with the combination of the joint copper case into the adjacent joint box gives an
overall rating decrease for the axially symmetric model of 1.73%. Although this reduc-
tion does mean that the overall accuracy of the model is reduced, the number of mesh
elements required for the 3D model is reduced signicantly. This is a key requirement
for the very large 3D models to be produced within this Chapter.
5.2.4 3D Models
Although 2D axially symmetric models can be built and solved quickly, they do not
oer the ability to evaluate more than one joint at a time. For the technique to be
of practical use, 3D models are required to allow eects such as mutual heating and
force cooling to be examined. Taking the knowledge gained from the axially symmetric
modelling process, 3D models of two commonly deployed directly buried joint bays have
been constructed to allow examination of the conductor temperature proles through
the bay.
5.2.4.1 Parallel Spaced Joint Bay
A parallel spaced joint bay represents the simplest installation case, with three joints side
by side in at formation, providing two lines of symmetry. The rst is a vertical plane
through the axial centreline of the centre joint, as the burial conditions are assumed
to be uniform (at a depth of 1.05m), with the second line of symmetry being another
vertical plane cutting through the centres of the joints. Along the cable route the core-
core spacing is 38.5cm, increasing to 1m within the joint bay. A straight section of
cable models the transition between these two spacings, which occurs between 2m and
5m away from the joint centre (see Figure 5.3). The joint bay is encased in cement
bound sand with constant thermal properties as per the buried cable models developed
in Chapter 4. All boundary conditions and heat generation terms match those used for
the cable only models. The length of the model is increased to 15m (measured from the
joint ferrule) to ensure that the exterior boundary condition of thermal insulation at the
end of the cable does not adversely aect the joint bay temperature prole.
Due to the size and complexity of the 3D joint bay model, it is not computationally
viable to model moisture migration using the full dynamic backll model. Instead the
two zone approximation tested in Chapter 4 is applied to account for the possibility
76Figure 5.3: Geometry of Parallel Joint Bay
of moisture migration and allow comparison with the ratings generated for the cables
without joints. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the conductor temperature prole through the
joint bay for a remote conductor temperature of 90C with an initial moisture content
of 10%. It is evident that the increase in conductor spacing signicantly decreases the
conductor temperature within the joint. This is assisted in this model by the increase
in the width of the CBS region to 3m (centred around the centre phase cable), which is
assigned a constant thermal resistivity of 1.2K:m=W, which is a lower thermal resistivity
than the surrounding soil in which moisture migration is assumed to have taken place.
Figure 5.4: Conductor Temperature Proles for Parallel Spaced Joint Bay, XLPE
Cable at 10% initial moisture content
This trend continues for the 150C HT cable as shown in Figure 5.5, indicating that
the joint does not prove limiting on the circuit continuous rating where the core-core
spacing is increased suciently. This would prove to be an important design step for
any future high temperature cable installation. Figure 5.5 also shows a plot for the
case of the 150C HT cable where the backll thermal properties are assumed to remain
constant (i.e. there is not moisture migration). Despite the much larger load in this
case (2321A against 1662A from the standard 2 zone case) the joint ferrule temperature
77remains below that of the remote cable. This nding is in agreement with a previous







120C HT 119.21 88.52
150C HT 147.02 107.17
Table 5.2: Comparison of Joint and Cable Temperatures (Parallel Spaced Joint Bay)
Figure 5.5: Conductor Temperature Proles for Parallel Spaced Joint Bay, 150C HT
Cable at 10% initial moisture content
Although the parallel spaced joint bay does not prove to be a limit on the continuous
rating for the example cable circuit, it is also important to consider its impact on the
emergency rating of the cable circuit. This is achieved by solving the 3D model for
a steady state preload equal to 60% of the continuous rating and setting the solution
obtained as the initial condition of a transient solution of either 6hr or 24hr duration.
For all the results studied here the emergency rating value assigned is that found in
Chapter 4 for the buried cable circuit, hence the remote conductor temperature would
be expected to attain its maximum value at the end of the emergency rating period.
Figure 5.6 illustrates the rise in both remote conductor and joint temperature over
the course of a 6hr emergency rating for the 120C HT cable. As would be expected
from the steady state solutions discussed here, the initial conductor temperature at
the joint ferrule is lower than that of the cable, in this case by 11.4C. At the end of
the 6hr period, the joint ferrule temperature remains 9.1C below that of the remote
cable conductor, despite the larger radial thermal resistance of the joint. Figure 5.7
demonstrates the conductor temperature prole across the joint bay. Unlike in Figure
5.4, the elevated level of current means that the joint itself attains a higher temperature
78than the cable immediately adjacent to it - however this remains 8C cooler than the
remote conductor temperature. This trend continues across the 3 dierent cable types
tested, as summarised in Table 5.3. It can be noted that the dierence in the remote
conductor temperature and joint temperature has decreased by the end of the 6hr rating
period, however, the joint temperature remains considerably lower than that of the cable.
Figure 5.6: Temperature prole at 6hr rating (120C)
Figure 5.7: Conductor Temperature Prole at end of 6hr rating period
Cable T (t=0) (C) T (t=6hrs) (C)
XLPE 7.83 7.27
120C HT 11.42 9.09
150C HT 13.88 11.34
Table 5.3: Comparison of Joint and Remote Cable Temperatures at the start and end
of 6hr rating period
79The trends seen for the 24 hour emergency ratings dier slightly from those at six
hours. Although the joint remains cooler than the remote cable temperature for all
models solved, the dierences are generally less than 3C at the end of the transient
period. Figure 5.8 illustrates the change in temperature across the full duration of the
transient period for the 120C HT cable. It can be seen that initially the cable conductor
temperature rises faster than that of the joint, however towards the end of the transient
the rate of temperature rise in the joint passes that of the cable and the two lines begin
to converge.
Figure 5.8: Temperature prole at 24hr rating (120C)
Table 5.4 summarizes the dierence between the joint and remote cable conductor tem-
peratures under the 24 hour rating condition. From these results it is clear that over the
longer transient period, the additional thermal capacity of the joint is almost oset by
its higher radial thermal resistance. However it is clear that in this case the joint does
not prove a limit on the 6 hour or 24 hour emergency rating of the cable circuit.
Cable T (t=0) (C) T (t=24hrs) (C)
XLPE 7.83 2.69
120C HT 11.42 2.80
150C HT 13.88 2.77
Table 5.4: Comparison of Joint and Remote Cable Temperatures at the start and end
of 24hr rating period
Figure 5.9 shows the conductor temperature prole at the end of the 24 hour rating
period for the 150C HT cable. The red trace shows that the joint temperature for the
outer phase has actually exceeded that of the remote cable, although the centre phase
joint still operates 2.7C cooler than the remote cable in the 3D model.
80Figure 5.9: Conductor Temperature prole at end of 24hr rating period (150C)
5.2.4.2 Staggered Joint Bay
The model described for the parallel spaced joint bay can easily be adapted to dierent
joint bay congurations, for instance that shown in 5.10 where the centre joint is moved
forward to further alleviate the eects of mutual heating. Such designs allow the core-
core spacing to be reduced slightly, in this case to 80cm within the joint bay. This joint
bay arrangement requires a smaller width of trench, hence may be preferred where the
available space for the joint bay is limited. The total cable route length modelled for
this installation is 25m, of which the 5m at either end of the model is a straight section
of cable with the same geometric parameters as that shown in Chapter 4. All boundary
conditions within this model are identical to those of the parallel spaced joint bay to
permit comparison between the two designs.
Figure 5.10: Geometric Outline of Staggered Joint Bay
Solving the 3D model of the staggered joint bay yields similar conclusions to those from
the study of the parallel bay model. Table 5.5 details the dierences between the remote
conductor temperature (in the 3D model) and the joint ferrule temperature. The joint
ferrule temperature is substantially lower than that of the remote cable, again due to
the impact of the greater core to core spacing at the joint and the larger CBS region
in the joint bay. Figure 5.11 shows an example conductor temperature prole for the
81120C HT cable. The centre point of the joints are located at 10m (outer phase) and
14m (centre phase) on the conductor temperature prole plot. A small point of inexion
can be observed at these locations relative to the cable running into the joint bay but







120C HT 120.57 98.22
150C HT 145.92 110.56
Table 5.5: Comparison of Joint and Cable Temperatures (Staggered Joint Bay)
Figure 5.11: Conductor temperature prole through staggered joint bay, 120C HT
cable, 10% initial moisture content
Analysis of the 6hr ratings for the staggered joint bay shows similar conclusions to the
parallel spaced joint bay. The conductor temperature variations summarized in Table 5.6
follow the same trend, with a greater temperature dierence for the hottest cables and
a reduction of at least 2C in the temperature dierence over the course of the six hour
rating period. Figure 5.12 shows the change in cable and joint conductor temperature
over the duration of the transient.
Cable T (t=0) (C) T (t=6hrs) (C)
XLPE 8.05 6.84
120C HT 9.36 7.91
150C HT 10.53 8.85
Table 5.6: Comparison of Joint and Remote Cable Temperatures at the start and end
of 6hr rating period (staggered joint bay)
When compared with the parallel spaced joint bay, the peak in conductor temperature
within the joint is much more obvious, as evidenced in Figure 5.13 at distances of 10m
and 14m.
82Figure 5.12: Comparison of cable and joint temperatures under 6hr rating conditions
for staggered joint bay with 120C HT cable
Figure 5.13: Conductor temperature prole at end of 6hr rating period for staggered
joint bay with 120C HT cable
The trends in the staggered joint bay results under 24hr ratings are again very similar
to those of the parallel spaced joint bay. Table 5.7 demonstrates that the conductor
temperatures of both joint and remote cable are similar at the end of the transient
period, with a dierence of only 1C for the 150C HT cable, as shown in Figure 5.14.
Cable T (t=0) (C) T (t=24hrs) (C)
XLPE 8.05 2.69
120C HT 9.36 2.44
150C HT 10.53 1.02
Table 5.7: Comparison of Joint and Remote Cable Temperatures at the start and end
of 24hr rating period (staggered joint bay)
83Figure 5.14: Comparison of cable and joint temperatures under 24hr rating conditions
for staggered joint bay with 150C HT cable
Figure 5.15: Conductor Temperature prole at end of 24hr rating period for staggered
joint bay with 120C HT cable
5.3 Forced-Cooled Installations
In order to meet higher ratings requirements in areas of high demand, approximately
16% of the transmission cable circuits in the UK are forced-cooled, either by means of
forced air ventilation for those installed in tunnels or the installation of water cooling
pipes within groups of buried cables. When calculating the rating of a buried force
cooled cable circuit, an allowance is typically made for an increase in cable temperature
across the joint bay through the use of a de-rating factor. This is used because water
cooling is considered to be less eective on the joints than on the cables themselves
[108]. The cable circuit is then rated using methods such as Electra 66 [23], with the
use of a reduced maximum conductor temperature criterion. In order to obtain more
84detailed temperature proles for such circuits, the FEA techniques discussed previously
for naturally cooled cable circuits are extended to include the eects of water cooling.
The FEA models are used to obtain a circuit rating based on the thermally worst case
joint bay location and a study has been performed to identify the factors which have
the biggest eect on the size of the de-rating factor required.
5.3.1 Modelling of Water Cooling
The bulk of the modelling procedure for forced-cooled joint bays matches that of the
previously addressed directly buried case. Modelling of the water cooling of the joint
bay is achieved by placing a heat sink boundary possessing a constant heat transfer
coecient on the inner surface of the water pipe. In order to calculate h, knowledge of
the water temperature is required. Within the joint bay the bulk water temperature is
assumed constant, this argument is supported by calculating the coolant temperature
rise obtained under the assumption that all heat generated by the cable circuit must be
removed by the coolant, such that
T =
Vc(Wc + Ws + Wd)
fcCpmc
(5.3)
where Vc is the volume of coolant (m3), Wc is the joule loss (J:s 1), Ws is the sheath
losses (J:s 1), Wd is the dielectric losses (J:s 1), fc is the volumetric ow rate of the
coolant (m3s 1), Cp is the specic heat capacity of the coolant (J:kg 1K 1) and mc
is the mass of coolant within the system (kg). Performing this calculation yields a
temperature rise of less than 0.1C (based on a 2000A load current), judged to be an
acceptable loss of precision.
5.3.2 Installation Properties
The cable circuit arrangement studied here is identical to that of Section 4.3. Outside
the joint bay, the cables are installed in at formation with four water cooling pipes
around them. Inside the joint bay the water pipes loop such that each joint has one
pipe either side of it, as shown in Figure 5.16. The water pipes are constructed of
polyethylene and have an internal diameter of 66mm, with the water owing through
them at a rate of 1 litre per second per pipe, giving the cooling system a total throughput
of 4 litres per second. All other thermal and electrical properties match the previously
developed models, with the assumptions on boundary conditions, heat losses and soil
thermal behaviour dealt with in the same way as for the uncooled buried joint bays.
85Figure 5.16: Water pipe layout in cooled joint bay
5.3.3 Results Obtained
To demonstrate the potential for the conductor temperature of the joint to exceed that
of the remote cable temperature, the 3D model of the water-cooled joint bay has been
solved for the 3% moisture initial condition with a load current of 2564A, the steady state
rating found through the modelling in Chapter 4. The resulting conductor temperature
prole is that shown in Figure 5.17, where the joint ferrule is located at 16.8m on the x
axis. Two clear peaks can be seen in the centre phase conductor temperature prole, of
which the highest is that associated with the joint itself. The maximum temperature in
this case is not located at the ferrule (which benets from a slightly lower ac resistance),
but 50cm from the ferrule centre.
Figure 5.17: Conductor Temperature Prole for Cooled Joint Bay (remote cable
temperature 90C)
The conductor temperature prole for the lagging phase has a dierent shape due to the
geometric location of the water pipes. It can be seen in Figure 5.18 that the water pipe
passes over the cable on entry to the joint bay. As the cable is closer to the heat sink
presented by the water pipe, the thermal resistance between the two is reduced resulting
86in increased cooling of the cable in this location.
Figure 5.18: Slice plot of temperature through conductor axis
Previous application of this modelling technique to uid lled paper impregnated cable
circuits [102] found that the magnitude of the joint temperature oset (dened as the
dierence between the remote conductor temperature and the maximum temperature in
the joint) varied strongly with load current. To examine the variation for the candidate
water cooled system, the joint bay model has been solved for load currents of between
1500A and 3000A. The resulting joint temperature oset curve is plotted in Figure 5.19.
It is clear that the magnitude of the joint temperature oset increases signicantly as
more load is applied, highlighting the issues with the present methodology of assuming
a xed value for the oset.
Figure 5.19: Joint Temperature Oset Plot
875.4 Viability of FEA Approach
The use of FEA has gained much interest from researchers wishing to calculate cable
ratings. From the experience gained in developing the models described here, the use
of 2D models and pseudo 3D models (where 2D slices are linked axially) is certainly
viable for cable-rating calculations. For users with some experience of their chosen FEA
package, models can be built quickly with solution times in the order of minutes. Where
the FEA software allows interface with external code or numerical analysis packages, a
good degree of automation can be achieved and large amounts of results can be acquired.
However, 3D models present a larger burden in terms of build and solution times. For
those presented here, build times are of the order of 20 hours and solutions can only
be achieved within several hours where access to high-performance computer facilities
is available. While this is likely to be acceptable for design studies, for on demand
calculations, such lengths of time may not be available. Considering full transient models
may also prove to be a challenge due to the substantial amounts of computational
memory required to retain the solutions from intermediate computational steps.
5.5 Implications for Jointing High Temperature Circuits
The work presented in this Chapter broadly demonstrates that the thermal issues around
the jointing of high temperature cables are similar to conventional XLPE technologies.
Where sucient core-core spacing between joints is provided, the mutual heating eects
are suciently low that the parent cable operates at a higher temperature, particularly
under continuous rating conditions, with the exception of the forced water cooled cable
circuit. Even under emergency rating conditions where the load current is higher, the
maximum temperature seen in the joint is less than that of the parent cable.
However, there are further concerns which would need to be investigated which fall be-
yond the scope of this thesis. One of the major design constraints on cable joints is in fact
thermo-mechanical, due to the forces generated by the expansion and contraction of the
conductor with changes in temperature. Allowing a greater operating temperature range
will further increase such forces and may require additional mechanical reinforcement.
Depending on the exact design required, this may worsen the thermal performance of
the joint hence leading to the joint becoming a limiting factor on the cable circuit rating.
5.6 Summary
This Chapter has presented a new nite element method for calculating temperature
proles in joint bays. Initial models made use of the approximate axial symmetry of a
single cable joint to allow modelling in two dimensions. These models demonstrated that
88in isolation the conductor temperature in a single joint could be signicantly higher than
the parent cable. While such models are valuable in conducting a sensitivity analysis to
geometrical features, three dimensional models are required to accurately represent real
world joint bay installations. This is due to the importance of correctly specifying the
remote boundary conditions for the installation environment.
By building on the axially symmetric modelling process, 3D models have been developed
of two common directly buried joint bays. The rst demonstrated that even where
joints are installed in the parallel bay conguration, the joint conductor temperature
will not exceed that of the parent cable where sucient core to core spacing is provided.
This veries the commonly applied design assumption that joint temperatures can be
controlled through careful consideration of mutual heating eects.
A more space ecient design is the staggered joint bay, which has been demonstrated
to allow reduced core-core spacing (when compared with the parallel design) by moving
the centre joint forward of the two outer phases. Again the conductor temperature in
the joint remains below that of the parent cable for both continuous and short term
emergency rating calculations.
The nal joint bay modelled is that of the external pipe cooled joint bay, an important
variation to consider given that the study in Chapter 4 showed that a cooled XLPE cable
system still oered a higher continuous rating than a non-cooled 150C HT cable. The
results presented in this Chapter demonstrate that the joint temperature could reach
101C for a 90C remote cable temperature. The magnitude of the joint temperature
oset was also seen to vary signicantly with load current, meaning that the application
of a xed conductor temperature oset may prove inaccurate. If the temperature of the
joint were to be constrained such that it must remain under the 90C limit, this reduces
the continuous rating of the water-cooled cable circuit. However, even after the rating
reduction due to the joint bay, the 150C HT cable still has a lower continuous rating.
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Cable Tunnel Installations
In Section 2.3.1, a number of shortcomings in the most commonly used cable ratings
method for force ventilated cable tunnels were identied. Perhaps the most signicant
issue identied is that the method can only provide a rating for installations with mul-
tiple cable circuits where the circuits are of identical construction, voltage and load
prole. This prevents the method being easily applied to mixed use tunnels (for in-
stance transmission and distribution cables in the same tunnel space). The existing
Electra 143 model is only applicable for conditions of turbulent air ow, although this is
not a restriction in itself as the vast majority of forced air cooled tunnels are operated
with a suciently high air velocity to yield turbulent ow. A second major issue is that
there is no scope within the existing methodology to analyse the thermal implications
of joint bays within the tunnel. As was observed in Chapter 5, it is clear that joints
may operate at a higher temperature than the parent cable in some buried systems - it
is hence clearly vital to determine the temperature prole of air cooled joints in tunnels.
The existing approach could also be made more exible, for instance, by allowing mul-
tiple dierent sections of tunnel to be rated within one calculation by allowing variable
geometrical parameters such as tunnel diameter. Finally, there is an outstanding issue
to consider in the form of the convective heat transfer coecients, to which the solu-
tion is sensitive. These points have been considered and some of them directly eect
the operational requirements of utilities, for instance in the case of installation of both
132kV and 400kV XLPE circuits within the same tunnel [109]. At the time of the de-
velopment of Electra 143 such needs had yet to be identied. The remaining points
relate to the exibility and validity of any new methods created through the course of
this investigation, which should oer an improvement over the existing method. This
Chapter outlines the approach by which these topics have been investigated, evaluates
appropriate techniques, and presents the ndings of this particular study.
916.1 Modelling Strategy
The overall aim of this Section of research work is to provide a revised standard method
for the rating of cable circuits installed within ventilated tunnels which better allows
for the presence of multiple circuits, some of which are capable of high temperature
operation. A number of approaches are to be used to ensure that any new method is
best suited to these requirements. To better inform the study of heat transfer, site visits
have been made to three tunnels currently operated by National Grid for the purpose
of gathering experimental data. The results gained from these studies are discussed in
Section 6.2, before being contrasted with results from a number of numerical simulations
(see Section 6.3). When combined, these two components inform the study of heat
transfer coecients which has been identied as a priority work area.
Once the heat transfer aspects have been examined, the study considered the structure
of the rating method. Electra 143 has the clear benet of being applicable to almost
any tunnel arrangement without the need for altering the standard method - the al-
gorithm has been built into a application named MORDEN [110] for use by National
Grid, which can be set up and run in a matter of minutes, without reliance on other
proprietary software. An incremental approach was taken in the development of the new
model, with improvements being gradually introduced to ensure a reliable and robust
calculation method. Once the framework for the new method has been obtained, a series
of example scenarios have been analysed to determine the potential rating benets of
the introduction of a high temperature cable system.
6.2 Cable tunnel surveys
Although CFD modelling is a well established technique, it is always best practice to
support the conclusions drawn from numerical models using experimental data. It is
not possible to explicitly measure convective heat transfer in a tunnel, however, it was
possible to measure the ow of air around the cable circuit to allow comparison with
results from simulations. One of the principal cable tunnels on the National Grid network
is the Dartford cable crossing which runs beneath the River Thames for interconnection
between South East and North East London. The tunnel has recently been refurbished
to include a double circuit of 400kV cables installed on wall mounted brackets, with a
vertical core-core spacing of 500mm. A schematic including measurement locations is
shown in Figure 6.1. Cooling is by means of force air ventilation from the Littlebrook
shaft, which can be controlled by means of a computer from the Littlebrook head house
to provide a nominal maximum ow rate of 5m/s.
Air ow measurements were made using an Airow UA6 handheld ultrasonic anemome-
ter, with a minimum of three measurements taken at 5 second intervals for each data
92Figure 6.1: Schematic of cable layout and measurement locations within the Dartford
tunnel
point. Measurements were taken at both ends of the tunnel to capture data from both
developing turbulent ow (nearest the inlet) and fully developed turbulent ow at the
outlet, with all measurements performed at both 50% and 100% fan speeds. The results
of this survey are shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, with all distances being quoted from
the Littlebrook shaft.
Location 30m 60m 90m 120m 150m 2250m 2370m
C 1.65 1.85 1.68 1.90 1.72 1.53 1.87
M 1.75 2.29 2.11 2.15 2.26 1.87 2.35
D 2.82 3.00 2.84 2.85 2.88 2.42 2.20
E 1.61 1.46 1.21 1.71 1.38 1.75 1.80
F 2.15 0.91 1.49 1.89 1.45 1.32 1.21
G 1.31 1.82 1.52 1.58 1.73 1.77 2.14
Table 6.1: Dartford Tunnel Results (50% fan speed)
Location 30m 60m 90m 120m 150m 2250m 2370m
C 3.11 3.29 3.06 3.50 3.19 3.11 3.25
M 3.97 4.15 3.57 4.24 4.06 3.62 4.11
D 4.81 5.06 4.92 5.10 4.86 4.79 4.33
E 3.50 3.33 2.64 3.42 2.89 2.82 3.76
F 2.82 1.97 2.88 2.25 2.72 2.76 3.16
G 3.10 3.18 3.12 3.22 3.09 3.27 3.20
Table 6.2: Dartford Tunnel Results (100% fan speed)
An immediate conclusion from the tabulated data is that the fan system is not supplying
a bulk velocity of 5m/s through the tunnel, with the tunnel centre point (theoretically
that with the highest velocity) demonstrating a maximum of only 5.1m/s. Under both
fan conditions the velocities recorded adjacent to the cable circuits are considerably
93lower than the maximum values at point D. This result appears sensible - if the cable
surface is considered as a wall then the air at the boundary between the cable and wall
would be still (a no-slip condition). Moving further through the boundary layer towards
the free stream ow will result in an increase in air velocity according to the expected
turbulent ow prole. One major point of interest is that the values for convective heat
transfer coecient used in Electra 143 are based only on the bulk air velocity. The
results presented in this Section suggest that this may be an over-simplication and this
issue is further discussed in Section 6.4.1.
6.3 Modelling of Velocity Proles
Whilst the experimental data discussed in Section 6.2 is valuable to this investigation, it
is not possible to reliably derive heat transfer coecients from this data. An alternative
approach was taken involving the construction of numerical models of air ow within
tunnels, with verication of their accuracy achieved through comparison with experimen-
tal data. This has been achieved through the use of nite volume analysis techniques,
implemented using the commercial computational uid dynamics code Fluent. Initial
focus was been placed on tunnels with forced air cooling, owing to the greater number
of these tunnels in present use within the UK and the likelihood of forced convection
being necessary to remove the additional heat generated by high temperature cables.
6.3.1 Finite Volume Analysis technique
Whilst it is not possible to analytically derive a velocity prole for a full cable tunnel
geometry, it is theoretically possible to obtain the complete velocity eld for any given
system, providing the appropriate boundary conditions can be well dened. This is
possible through being able to discretize and solve the Navier Stokes equations with
sucient grid resolution to capture even the smallest eddies in turbulent ow and is
known as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) [111]. However, there are limits to what
can be achieved, even with the immense computational power available today. Such
levels of detail are rarely required, meaning that some ltering of the numerical model
of the ow can be undertaken, resulting in the derivation of the Reynolds Averaged
Navier Stokes equations (RANS). This process has the disadvantage of yielding more
variables than dening equations, hence requiring the use of a turbulence model to
return to a closed equation system [112]. One of the most widely implemented turbulence
models is the two equation k  model, which closes the Reynolds equations through the
introduction of two extra equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and the dissipation
rate . This approach has been used for the work presented here.
As turbulence modelling is an enormous research eld in its own right, discussion here
will be kept to items of practical note which are required for the creation of stable
94models. Solution techniques for laminar and turbulent ow are dierent owing to the
change in uid behaviour from a ow where dierent layers are able to slide past one
another (laminar ow), to the turbulent case where dierent layers become mixed as the
eect of the frictional forces reduces. Whilst the exact point at which a ow becomes
turbulent is not well dened, a good approximation is that a ow can be considered
turbulent once the magnitude of the Reynolds number, Re, exceeds 3000. The Reynolds





where  is the density of the uid (kgm 3), Ub is the bulk velocity of the uid (ms 1),
D is the characteristic diameter of the ow (m) and  is the dynamic viscosity of the
uid (kgm 1s 1). For a cable tunnel with a typical diameter of 3m and a bulk air
velocity of 5ms 1, the Reynolds number is in the region of 106 thus clearly turbulent.
For the same tunnel the transition point between a turbulent and laminar ow occurs
at around 0.015ms 1, hence it is clear that the turbulent regime should be considered
for all models involving forced convection. The radial air velocity prole is not constant
along the course of the tunnel and is instead dependant on axial position along the
tunnel. This is due to the development of the boundary layers and velocity prole on
entering the tunnel. On contact with the walls, the uid nearest to the wall begins to
slow through the eects of frictional forces. This causes drag on adjacent uid layers,
causing the radial velocity prole to change. Once the air has travelled suciently far
down the tunnel the velocity prole becomes more uniform and remains so, provided
there are no disturbances, for example due to obstructions. For turbulent ow this




where D is the characteristic diameter of the tunnel under consideration [92].
6.4 Convective Heat Transfer Coecients
Correctly specifying the convective heat transfer can have a large impact on the accuracy
of any cable rating calculation for cables installed in tunnels, as convection can account
for up to 90% of the heat transfer under high air velocities [51]. Electra 143 uses the
experimentally derived heat transfer discussed in [56], which has not been thoroughly
validated in a realistic cable tunnel environment. At the present stage it has not been
possible to acquire sucient data from operational circuits to validate these heat transfer
relations. To provide a further insight, the tunnel airow models discussed in Section
6.3.1 have been used to derive convective heat transfer coecients for realistic cable
arrangements. As the Dartford tunnel model is the most typical of modern designs it
has formed the basis of this analysis.
95The procedure adopted for obtaining the heat transfer coecient in the numerical model
is through the use of a wall function. Such an approach prevents the need for extremely
high mesh resolution around the walls to ensure the correct calculation of the ow
behaviour. This allows the heat transfer problem to be solved through the use of the
analogy between momentum and heat transfer, with the full solution for momentum
being obtained using the turbulence model as discussed in Section 6.3.1. The method
used was originally proposed by Launder and Spalding [113]. It has also been possible to
form comparisons against several other correlations for the Nusselt number, Nu [114],
by using the fanning friction factor,f, obtained in the numerical model. In all of the
equations described here, the characteristic dimension of the Reynolds number is taken
to be the cable diameter, as would be the case for internal pipe ow. The rst such





where Pr is the Prandtl number of the working uid. It assumes that momentum and
heat are transferred in the same way, and that there exists a proportional relationship
between heat transfer and the shear stress, !, dened as
! = 0:5fUm
2 (6.4)
where Um is the mean linear velocity of the air (calculated by dividing the volumetric ow
rate by the cross-sectional area). The quantities are related through the fanning friction
factor, f, which can be found directly from the shear stress solution in the numerical
model. It should be noted that the fanning friction factor has a magnitude four times
smaller than the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor.
Some improvements have been suggested for the basic analogy given above. The Taylor-
Prandtl Analogy attempted to account for the uid ow at the tube wall by including
the eect of the region of laminar ow close to the wall. Throughout this region heat






1 + (uL=Um)(Pr   1)
(6.5)
where the quantity uL represents the velocity at the outer region of the laminar sublayer,
which can be found by calculating the velocity at which the Reynolds number is 2000. A
further revision to this analogy was suggested by Von-K arm an who introduced a buer
zone between the laminar sub-layer and the turbulent zone. This serves to increase the











Finally, the Colburn Analogy suggests that this level of detail might not be needed and





For further comparison of methodologies there are also methods which do not require
the friction factor to be computed, instead working directly on the Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers [115]. Original work by Nusselt suggested that the Nusselt number could be
determined according to
Nu = 0:024Re0:786Pr0:45 (6.8)
Similar work by Dittus and Boelter yielded the relationship
Nu = 0:023Re0:8Pr0:4 (6.9)
The convective heat transfer coecients given by these equations are compared to the
results of the friction factor methods (where the friction factor is determined by CFD
analysis) in Section 6.4.1.
6.4.1 Tunnel Convective Heat Transfer
In order to investigate the predicted values of the convective heat transfer coecient, the
model of the Dartford tunnel has been solved for a range of velocities to allow the heat
transfer coecient to be calculated. All values obtained are averaged along the length
between 100m and 200m to ensure that fully developed ow is being considered. The
results of the analogy used by the numerical model are compared to the analogies listed
in equations (6.3) to (6.7) and also to the correlation used in the Electra 143 equation,
Nu = C (Re)
0:65 [W=m2K] (6.10)
These results can be seen in Figure 6.2. It is clear that the correlation used in Electra
143 provides a much higher value for the convective heat transfer coecient than those
derived from the shear stress solution in the CFD model. These analogies provide similar
predictions of the heat transfer coecient to those predicted by the CFD wall function,
with the best t provided by Von-K arm ans' relation. Analysis of the model suggests
that this analogy may in fact best approximate the behaviour seen at the wall, as the
y+ values derived from the model are in the region of 10 < y+ < 15, which is just inside
the buer layer (linear relations for laminar ow are used for values of y+ < 11:225).
However examining the empirical relations of Nusselt and Dittus-Boelter, which do not
rely on the prior calculation of the friction factor, a much closer correlation can be seen
with the Electra 143 result.
In order to examine the reasons for the dierences between the calculations, a numerical
model of the experiment discussed in [56] has been created. The original experiments
97Figure 6.2: Comparison of heat transfer calculations
were conducted in a square tunnel of width 66cm and height 61cm, with a length of 8m.
Instrumented dummy cables of 5cm to 12cm diameter were used during the tests, with
the measurement area being between 2m and 6m along the cable length. One concern
with this experimental set up is that it does not appear to account for the hydrodynamic
entry length (after which ow would be fully developed). Calculating this quantity using
equation (6.2) yields a value of approximately 24m for a bulk air velocity of 5m/s at
room temperature. Clearly this would suggest that the velocity prole around the cable
groups had not entirely developed, giving the potential for overestimating the true value
of the convective heat transfer coecient.
To verify this hypothesis, a numerical model of the experimental arrangement, complete
with a straight unsupported cable of the same dimensions as those installed within
the Dartford tunnel, was constructed. The cable section was subdivided ve times such
that the surface area averaged heat transfer coecient could be calculated for the regions
related to the original experiment, and also for an 8m region beyond 24m from the inlet
where the ow was fully developed. The resulting velocity proles are shown in Figure
6.3.
It is clear that the low velocity areas underneath the cables have not fully developed
within 6m of the inlet, which was specied as a uniform velocity of 5m/s. Examining
the resulting values of the convective heat transfer coecient shows a clear trend; for
the section measured by the original experiment of Weedy, the convective heat transfer
coecient is 16.70Wm 2K 1. For the 8m section in fully developed ow, the average
value is reduced to 13.36Wm 2K 1. This result suggests that the convective heat
transfer coecient in current use is not suciently accurate for use in new methods
developed in this study.
Despite the possibility that the existing correlation provides optimistic values for the
cable surface convective heat transfer coecient, it is also likely that the values obtained
from the friction factor based correlations are excessively conservative. This is because
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Figure 6.3: Velocity proles for 2m, 6m, 8m and 24m from inlet of trough
the CFD model represents an overly idealized cable environment, with no brackets,
cleats or other obstructions to break up the boundary layers around the cables. The
treatment of the cable surfaces as being entirely smooth will also add a small amount of
conservatism. These two factors combined could over-estimate the size of the laminar
part of the boundary layer, hence it is likely that the true coecient lies between that of
Electra 143 and the CFD based results. Further experimental verication in operational
tunnels would be necessary to fully validate this case.
6.5 New Model Construction
In essence, the recommended design for the thermal network is largely similar to that
of [50]. Several important changes are needed in order to fulll the requirements for
modelling multiple independent cable circuits, each of which are discussed in detail in
the following Sections.
99Figure 6.4: Thermal network to represent one cable
6.5.1 Cable Model
It is possible to represent the majority of single core cables using a ve node thermal
network shown in Figure 6.4. The location of these nodes is as follows:
1. Conductor (assumed isothermal)
2. Log mean radius of the dielectric
3. Centre of cable sheath (assumed isothermal)
4. Log mean radius of the oversheath
5. Outer surface of the cable.
The four nodes which are internal to the cable have a thermal capacitance associated
with them. In addition, the rst three nodes have heat sources due to the conductor,
dielectric and sheath losses at these locations. The equations which dene the resistances
illustrated in Figure 6.4 are as shown in [50], but with the parameter N=1, as each cable
is modelled individually. Whilst this model is simple, a comparison with a steady state
nite element model has demonstrated that it is also very accurate (agreement between
the two models at both cable surface and the conductor was found to be 0.1C). Where
short duration transients or cyclic load variations are to be modelled, it can be benecial
to subdivide the dielectric region into a number of layers to increase the precision of the
model. Unlike the Electra 143 model which uses a constant a.c. resistance, in this model
the a.c. resistance of the conductor is implemented as a function of temperature. The
most accurate way in which the resistance may be calculated is to use the procedure











which permits direct transfer of radiation either between cables, or between cables and
other heat sources or sinks. Note that y denotes the cable under consideration and
100Fcc(y;c) is the view-factor between cables y and c. View-factors may be calculated in a
number of ways, with the simplest being that of cross strings [116]. For more complex
geometries it may be necessary to use a full contour integral solution [117] or nite
element methods if the maximum possible accuracy is required.
Consideration must also be given to the values of cable surface convective heat transfer
which are specied in the model. Where cables are located close to the wall, the relation
in present use [56] proves optimistic. Due to the way in which all individual cables are
modelled, it is possible to specify dierent coecients for each cable group. Where this
is felt to be appropriate, it is frequently necessary to use computational uid dynamics
methods to determine improved values as was illustrated in section 6.4.1.
6.5.2 Tunnel Model
In order to meet the requirements for the new model, signicant changes must be made
to the way in which heat transfer from the cables to the tunnel environment is modelled.
Since multiple cables are modelled explicitly, the thermal network must allow for the
summation of the individual contributions to the rise in air temperature (node 6) and
tunnel wall temperature (node 7). There is no limit to the number of cable circuits
for which a temperature distribution can be obtained. This is achieved by dening a





This models convective transfer from the cable surface to the air, arranged in a star
point conguration around node 6. Additionally each cable surface (node 5) is connected







which represents heat transfer by radiation. Convection heat transfer to the tunnel wall





The applicable values of the convective heat transfer coecient are a function of the
particular installation and ventilation parameters.
Axial heat transfer between slices is permitted between adjacent air nodes (due to the





Heat transfer within the soil or rock surrounding the tunnel is easily solved using the
101method of Electra 143 [50]. This requires the region to be split into annular rings, with
a thermal capacitance and resistance assigned to each. The only point at which an
alternative method must be considered is if signicant moisture migration is expected
away from the tunnel region. In this case it may be necessary to use a nite element
technique with Philip and de Vries equations to model the thermal behaviour of the
surrounding soil [66].
6.5.3 Riser Shafts
At present, the Electra 143 model does not include the riser shafts at either end of
the tunnel. If the shaft cross-sectional area is greater than that of the tunnel this may
limit the rating of the circuit. Only minor modications to the algorithm are required
to integrate the temperature calculations for the shaft into the overall tunnel section.
The modelling of the cable remains the same, but clearly the dierent dimensions of the
shafts must be accounted for (in the majority of UK tunnels, the shaft diameter is at
least double that of the main tunnel section). This also means that the bulk air velocity
in the shaft section must be adjusted to take account of the eect of the increased
cross-sectional area through which the air may ow. Where the velocity over the cable
surface is reduced, dierent cable surface convective heat transfer coecients need to be
specied.
6.5.4 Solution Procedure
Under the Electra 143 scheme, it is only necessary to solve one set of matrix equations
to determine the nodal temperature at each slice. However, where more than one cable
model is used this is not feasible and the solution must be split into sequential steps.















































































































are assembled into the form of
[K][] = [S] (6.21)
where [K] is a matrix of coecients consisting of R and C terms, [] is the column vector
of temperatures to be calculated and [S] is a column vector of source terms and those
which depend on the temperature at a previous time-step. These are solved to obtain
[], with the surface temperature data passed into a second set of matrix equations,





























































































i;n+7 = 0 (6.25)
which contain the nodal equations for the tunnel. This allows the contribution of each
cable to the tunnel temperature rise to be summed at the tunnel air and wall nodes.
In the steady state case it may be assumed that all of the capacitance terms can be set
to zero. An iterative solution process can be adopted whereby the calculation progresses
along the length of the tunnel, each time comparing the change in nodal temperatures
with the last iteration. The ac resistance of each cable is also updated with the con-
ductor temperature from the previous time-step to ensure accurate calculation of cable
losses. Once the temperature dierence between two iterations becomes less than a set
convergence criterion (typically 0.01C), the solution is complete. For most tunnel con-
gurations tested, steady state convergence was achieved in less than 20 iterations along
the tunnel length.
When obtaining a transient solution, it is important to select a suitable time-step for
the calculations such that an accurate solution is obtained, but without excessively
extending computational time. Where particularly long transients are to be analysed,
the most accurate method is to use a two stage solution. Due to the hugely dierent
time constants of the cable circuit and the tunnel environment, most of the temperature
change in the cable circuit will occur within the rst 24 hours of operation at a set level
of load current, whilst the tunnel wall temperature responds over a period of years. To
103best capture this behaviour, it was found that the rst few days have to be resolved using
a time-step no larger than one hour. After this a one day time-step is more appropriate
due to the large time constant of the tunnel wall. Small time steps of less than one hour
or less are required where factors such as daily cyclic variation in inlet temperatures are
to be modelled.
6.5.5 Benchmarking
In order to validate the revised solution procedure, a series of comparisons have been
undertaken against the original Electra 143 methodology. The sample tunnel used for
the benchmarking tests is that reported in [118]. In order to make a straight comparison,
one 3 phase cable circuit is modelled, with all heat transfer data being identical between
the two tests. Testing across a range of inlet air velocities for the steady state case
with 2000A load current, the largest temperature dierence observed (for cable, tunnel
air or tunnel wall temperatures) is 0.01C. Checks on the transient performance were
undertaken for the case of a step application of 2000A load current for 24 hours. In this
case the agreement between the two methods is within 0.05C. As both implementations
provide consistent answers (when provided with the exact same input conditions), the
use of the revised network is entirely reasonable for steady state and transient conditions
where circuits are identical.
6.5.6 Modelling of Cable Joints
The developed model allows for improved consideration of multiple dierent cable cir-
cuits within one tunnel, however, it does not tackle the key issue identied in Chapter
2, namely the thermal implications of cable joints within tunnels. The study presented
in Chapter 5 demonstrated that it is not always possible to ignore the presence of joints.
Based on experience gained from this it is clear that similar FEA techniques could be
adopted for the case of tunnels. While the use of two dierent techniques makes model
integration more challenging, it has the simultaneous benet of allowing much better
modelling of the cable joints themselves. Although there would be some value in mod-
elling each of the joints within the tunnel, in reality it is only necessary to consider the
thermal impact of the joint situated closest to the air outlet (hence surrounded by the
warmest air).
Where a tunnel is forced ventilated, the temperature of the air around the surface of
the joint can be considered approximately constant over both the length and radius.
As a result, it is not considered necessary to construct full 3D models of the joint, but
instead to make use of the 2D axially symmetric modelling initially presented in Section
5.2.3. The 2D FEA model is constructed outside of the main tunnel rating algorithm,
with the air and wall temperatures at the joint bay location being passed to it. Where
104transient simulations are undertaken, both of these parameters will be time variant.
This approach permits the thermal eect of the joint to be modelled without giving rise
to a signicant increase in computational time.
6.6 Calculation of Ratings for High Temperature Cables
This Section details the application of the developed method to a complex cable tun-
nel arrangement. Continuous and emergency rating calculations are undertaken for a
number of operational congurations, allowing the potential of the new cables to be
assessed.
6.6.1 Tunnel Arrangement Considered
The tunnel under consideration is shown in Figure 6.5; it is a 4m diameter tunnel with a
total of 5 cable circuits installed. Circuits 1 and 2 are 400kV high temperature circuits
with two cables per phase, while circuits 3, 4 and 5 are 132kV XLPE cable circuits
installed in trefoil conguration.
Figure 6.5: Arrangement of cable circuits for tunnel calculations
As the convective heat transfer coecients have been identied as a key variable to
consider, a computational uid dynamics analysis similar to that discussed in 6.3 has
been undertaken. This allows the convective heat transfer coecients to be obtained
and compared with the standard values. Figure 6.6 illustrates the simulation result for








1 9.58 10.73 11.36
2 9.53 10.78 11.38
3 2.30 3.98 6.17
4 4.59 7.28 8.82
5 2.51 5.63 7.29
Table 6.3: Convective heat transfer coecients from CFD model (minimum, maxi-
mum and average values are based on the circumferential average of each cable circuit)
Geometric Parameters 400kV cable 132kV cable
Conductor Cross Sectional Area (mm2) 2500 1600
Conductor Diameter (mm) 64 53
Dielectric Thickness (mm) 31 20.5
Outer Spaced Copper Wire Screen Diameter (mm) 132 101
External Diameter (mm) 148 110
Phase Separation (mm) 500 110
Thermal Parameters 400kV cable 132kV cable
Dielectric Thermal Resistivity (Km/W) 3.5 3.5
Serving Thermal Resistivity (Km/W) 3.5 3.5
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Conductor
(J=m3K)
3:45x106 3:45x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Dielectric
(J=m3K)
2:4x106 2:4x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Spaced Copper
Wire Screen (J=m3K)
3:45x106 3:45x106
Volumetric Specic Heat Capacity of Serving
(J=m3K)
2:4x106 2:4x106
Cable Surface Emissivity 0.9 0.9
Conductor Temperature Limit (C) 90/120/150 90
Electrical Parameters 400kV cable 132kV cable
Resistivity of conductor 
m 1:7241x10 8 1:7241x10 8
Conductor temperature coecient of resistance
(C 1)
0.00393 0.00393
ks coecient 0.62 0.62
kp coecient 0.8 0.8
Screen Loss Factor 0.0152 0
Dielectric relative permittivity 2.4 2.4
System Frequency (Hz) 50 50
Phase to Earth Voltage (V) 230940 76210
Tangent of dielectric loss angle 0.001 0.001
Table 6.4: Parameters of Tunnel Cables
106Figure 6.6: Velocity prole for 5m/s inlet
Examination of Figure 6.6 reveals similar trends to those observed during the study of
the Dartford tunnel in Section 6.4.1. The 400kV cables closer to the walls (those at the
top and bottom of the formation) are surrounded by slower moving air than those in the
middle of the formation, yielding an impact on the heat transfer coecients as shown in
Table 6.3. The values presented in Table 6.3 are based on the circumferential averages
of convective heat transfer coecient on each cable within the circuit. These values
are signicantly lower than the standard results of [56] would suggest, ideally requiring
verication on an operational cable system. It is likely that in a real tunnel additional
obstructions to the airow would break up the boundary layers, slightly improving the
value of hcab.
6.6.2 Calculation of Continuous Ratings
Analysis of the continuous rating is greatly simplied by trading o the rating of the
cable circuits in groups, in this case by voltage. In order to illustrate the eect of the
values of hcab used on the circuit rating, two sets of results are obtained. The rst is
for the standard values of [56], while the second uses the maximum value derived from
the CFD analysis (see Table 6.3). The resulting rating curves are plotted in Figure 6.7,
examination of which suggests that the optimum trade-o between the rating of the
132kV and 400kV circuits is found where the rating of the 132kV circuits is approxi-
mately 1000A. There is little to gain by limiting the rating of the 132kV circuits to less
than 1000A as the increase in 400kV circuit rating is low, while increasing the rating
of the 132kV circuits above 1500A requires such a substantial de-rating of the 400kV
107circuits that it would never be operationally viable. The relationship between the two
ratings is non-linear due to the joule losses being a function of current squared.
Figure 6.7: Continuous Rating Trade-o
The shape of the curves in Figure 6.7 is partly determined by the results shown in Figures
6.8 and 6.9. It is apparent that for 132kV circuit ratings below 1500A the choice of hcab
does not have a signicant impact on the result. This arises from the eect of the 50C
air outlet limit, which is actually the limiting criterion on the overall circuit ratings.
As the conductor temperature is below its maximum threshold, the shift in conductor
temperature does not have a huge eect on the rating overall.
Figure 6.8: Temperature Curves at Continuous Ratings (Electra hcab)
The small reduction seen when the CFD hcab values are used is due to the slightly
increased joule losses caused by the increase in conductor temperature, which serve to
increase the temperature of the air beyond what would otherwise be expected. However,
there is a marked dierence in the rating curve above 1500A, the cause of which is
identiable in Figure 6.9. As circuit 3 is closest to the wall it sees a signicant reduction
108Figure 6.9: Temperature Curves at Continuous Ratings (CFD hcab)
in convective heat transfer coecient when the CFD values are used, leading to its
conductor temperatures rising much more quickly. Simultaneously it is also subject to
the highest mutual heating by radiation due to its proximity to the adjacent 400kV
cable.
Figure 6.10 illustrates the dierence between the maximum temperature at the joint for
both of the heat transfer cases studied. In both cases the fact that the air temperature
limit governs the rating prevents the joint temperature exceeding the cable temperature
by more than 7C. An example joint temperature prole is shown in Figure 6.11, which
clearly demonstrates that the thermal eect of the joint cannot be ignored. This is
especially true for two cases - the rst where the joint bay is very close to the outlet of
the tunnel and the second being where the conductor temperature is the limiting factor
on the circuit rating (which is common for shorter circuits).
Figure 6.10: Maximum Joint Temperatures under Continuous Rating
Perhaps the most signicant conclusion from Figures 6.7 to 6.11 is that there is no real
benet to the continuous rating in this case from using a high temperature cable. As
109Figure 6.11: Example Joint Temperature Prole
the air temperature is the limiting factor the peak joint temperature remained below
90C for all cases studied, as is frequently the case for longer tunnels. However, the true
benet may arise from the ability to attain emergency ratings signicantly above those
of overhead lines, eectively removing the cable as the limiting factor over the 6 hour
rating period. A full study into these eects is presented in Section 6.6.3.
6.6.3 Calculation of Emergency Ratings
The most commonly used post-fault rating on the UK transmission network is a six hour
rating, dened as the maximum step load of six hours duration which can be applied
to a circuit given operation at a set percentage of its continuous capability (dened as
pre-fault load). Using the revised method presented here, it is possible to investigate
the post-fault rating capability of one circuit against the thermal background of other
circuits continuing to operate as normal due to the explicit calculation of all conductor
temperatures. If individual instantaneous conductor temperatures are not known, it is
impossible to accurately calculate the rating. This is because the limiting factor on the
magnitude of the emergency rating is the initial cable temperature.
The rst example considers the requirement to elevate the rating of both 400kV circuits
simultaneously. The 132kV circuits are presumed to be operating independently at a
constant loading of 1000A throughout the pre-fault and post-fault periods (a potentially
important assumption if these cables are operated by a separate utility). Figure 6.12
illustrates the resulting ratings when the pre-fault loading on the 400kV circuits is varied
between 20% and 90% of the continuous rating (2054A in this case), with a conductor
temperature limit of 90C. The initial condition is specied by solving the steady state
calculation for the pre-fault loading conditions and setting this as the initial temperature
distribution for the rst time-step in the transient calculation. The exibility aorded by
the method allows for instantaneous cable temperatures to be derived for the dierent
110loadings within the same tunnel environment, the results of which may be found in
Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.12: 6hr cable rating with 90C conductor temperature limit
Figure 6.13: Cable temperatures for 6hr ratings at 90C
It is immediately apparent that there are two dierent regimes present in Figure 6.13,
with the far right hand side of the plot limited by the air temperature, and the remainder
by the conductor temperature limit. However, the analysis above does not consider the
potential eects of the cable joints. Transferring the air and wall temperatures to a
transient model of the cable joint illustrates the necessity of this additional model step,
as shown in Figure 6.14.
Above the 55% preload it can be seen that the joint temperature exceeds the maximum
temperature criterion, in this case 90C. Were these ratings to be deployed on an opera-
tional cable system this issue would be vital to consider. However, due to the additional
thermal capacitance of the joint, the thermal limit is not exceeded until the end of the
6hr period, as shown in Figure 6.15. As transmission network operators must, by their
nature, tolerate only very small risks of failure, it would be necessary to introduce a
111Figure 6.14: Peak joint ferrule temperatures
Figure 6.15: Increase in joint temperature during emergency period
de-rating factor to prevent the joint temperature exceeding its limit.
Having ascertained the performance of the standard 90C cable the model has been
solved for the higher conductor temperature limits (Figure 6.16). At lower preloads
(where the initial air temperature is lower) there is a clear benet to the use of the 150C
cable system. However, as the preload increases the initial air temperature increases such
that the additional heat generated by the cables during the emergency period causes the
air outlet limit to be exceeded, constraining the rating. In this case the 120C cable
would be sucient to gain maximum available benet. Finally consideration must be
given to the presence of other limiting factors within the circuit, notably circuit breakers.
At present, the majority of circuit breakers deployed on the National Grid network are
rated to 4kA. Overhead lines are frequently constrained to similar conductor currents,
as the level of sag would otherwise cause clearance distances to be breached. As such,
it is possible that the full capability of the 150C cable system might not be utilized in
a modern transmission circuit.
112Figure 6.16: Comparison of emergency ratings for 90C, 120Cand 150C cables
The nal consideration regarding emergency ratings is whether the high temperature
cable has the potential to extend a conventional 6hr rating from an XLPE cable circuit to
a duration of 24 hours, as seen in the directly buried case (Section 4.4.2). To investigate
this issue further, the emergency rating calculations discussed above have been repeated
for the case of an emergency rating being applied to both 400kV circuits for a duration
of 24 hours. As per the previous analysis, the 132kV circuits continue to operate at a
load of 1000A per phase throughout the pre-fault and post-fault periods. Figure 6.17
summarises the ratings available for the XLPE and 120C cables, with no rating benet
being gained from operation at temperatures higher than 120C due to the limit imposed
on the air outlet temperature.
Figure 6.17: 24hr Emergency Rating for both 400kV circuits
Considering the results it is clear that for this particular application the attainable 24hr
113Figure 6.18: Conductor and air temperature proles for 24hr ratings
ratings are considerably lower than in the buried cable case. This is mainly due to the
requirement to maintain an air outlet temperature lower than 50C. Given the number
of 132kV cables present in the tunnel, the background heat generation is quite high,
restricting the thermal headroom of the 400kV cables. As such, the benets of high
temperature operation will be much higher in tunnels containing only 400kV cables.
The data for air and conductor temperatures in Figure 6.18 demonstrate that the high
temperature cable in this example never attains 120C under 24hr rating conditions.
This is because the air temperature always reaches 50C at the outlet prior to the
conductor temperature becoming the limiting factor.
6.7 Summary
This Chapter has presented solutions to a number of issues with the present Electra 143
rating methodology. The co-location in tunnels of cable circuits of diering voltages,
potentially operated by dierent utilities, required a new approach to the calculation
of the circuit rating. Key to this issue is that there is no longer a single maximum
value of current. Indeed, depending on the tunnel conguration and the operational
requirements of the circuits, a whole range of dierent theoretical maximum ratings
can be specied, as evidenced by Figure 6.7. By using the method presented here, it
is possible to examine a wide variety of potential loading constraints and analyze the
impact of each on the conductor temperature of each cable circuit. The ability to access
the full temperature prole means that a wider range of circuit rating trade-os can be
investigated, enabling the cable engineer to undertake an optimisation process between
114the continuous and short-term rating requirements of each individual circuit. As a result,
the cable section can be operated in a way which best meets the operational needs of
the network operator.
Through applying this method the potential applications of high temperature cables
have been illustrated, along with some of the drawbacks. While the benet to the
continuous rating is likely to be limited due to the tendency of the air temperature
to limit the rating, real benets can be achieved under emergency rating conditions.
The calculation methodology presented here has subsequently been published in [119]
and is to be submitted to the Cigre cable rating working group for consideration as a
replacement to Electra 143.
115Chapter 7
Rating of Cables in Surface
Troughs
Through the review of the literature presented in Section 2.4, it was noted that cable
trough installations, although frequently short in length, can often present critical links
in a transmission circuit. Two basic types of trough installation are used in the UK,
the rst being backlled troughs and, second, air cooled troughs. Previous work has
highlighted the importance of considering moisture migration [63] and ground surface
eects [62] for backlled troughs. This could be easily achieved through the application
of the techniques for buried cables presented in Chapter 4. However, the majority of
such installations in the UK tend to date from the early years of the construction of the
400kV supergrid, and it is no longer common practice to install cables in this manner.
As a result, this Chapter will focus on the modelling techniques applicable to air lled
cable troughs, which are commonly used to link cable tunnel environments (as presented
in Chapter 6) with adjacent overhead lines.
Three dierent forms of ventilation will be considered to determine the most appropriate
method for use with high temperature cables. The rst is a traditional unventilated
installation where the troughs are covered by solid concrete lids and the system can
be considered to be sealed, i.e. there is no exchange of warm air inside the trough
with cooler ambient air. In recent years it has been necessary to increase the rating of
some cable circuits which were previously installed in this manner, for which a common
solution has been the use of partial ventilation. Here some of the solid concrete lids,
typically one in four, are replaced by a grille or mesh to permit the circulation of air
into and out of the troughs. This increases the circuit rating without the need to install
mechanical ventilation. For very high operating temperature cables, such as the 150C
example considered in this thesis, it may be necessary to increase the rate of ventilation
further by using fans to force air through the trough.
1177.1 Modelling Strategy
The modelling strategy adopted for the cable trough installations is in part similar to
that used for cable tunnels. Computational uid dynamics models will be constructed to
model the convective ow induced by the heat from the cable, however, for cable troughs
it is possible to fully couple the uid dynamics equations with the solution of the heat
equations. The reason for this is that the overall model size is considerably smaller
as the maximum length considered is 50m for the ventilated trough case, compared to
several kilometres for the tunnel case. Throughout the Chapter the results gained from
the numerical models are compared with existing published methods.
7.1.1 Unventilated Trough Modelling
For the unventilated troughs, a rating method is presented in IEC 60287 which uses an






where WTOT is the heat generated by the cables per metre of installed trough and p
is part of the trough perimeter which is eective for heat dissipation (m). Any part of
the perimeter which is subject to solar radiation is excluded from the distance p. The
rating is then calculated as if the cable were installed in free air, but with the ambient
temperature increased by the value of tr. Taking such an approach has one clear dis-
advantage, namely, that it fails to consider the impact of the ground around the outside
of the trough. Work by Anders has suggested that this method is conservative and a
new equation was proposed [120]. Instead of calculating an eective air temperature
rise, the thermal resistance of the trough and ground is calculated explicitly by
Tt =
e
0:3907 + Hc + b
(7.2)





where c is the thermal resistivity of the trough cover, B is the internal trough width










with A dened as the internal height of the trough (m). The value of Tt is then added to
the conventional T4 value in the IEC 60287 free air calculation to determine the correct
118rating for the trough. Both methods will be considered against the CFD implementation
to benchmark their performance for both conventional and high temperature cables.
7.1.2 Ventilated Trough Modelling
At the time of writing no formal standard has been developed for the rating of partially
ventilated troughs. Discussion with a number of cable engineers has determined that
the common practice is to treat such installations as having a rating of 90% of that of
the IEC free air rating, with no additional allowance made for a possible increase in
trough air temperatures. Despite undertaking a comprehensive search of the technical
literature it has not been possible to nd any validation of this method. As a result, a
3D CFD model has been developed and the possibility of deriving a modied method
for use with analytical calculations has been considered.
The situation is similar for the case of forced ventilated troughs, where no clear interna-
tional standard method exists for calculating the ratings. One method which has been
previously used is that described in [20] which eectively assumes that all of the heat
from the cables must be removed from the trough via the outlet air. The calculation is














i represents the current dependent losses, P
0
d the dielectric losses, l the length
of the trough (m), cp the specic heat capacity of air (Jm 3K 1) and #ku is dened by






where #Lr represents the operating temperature of the hottest cable, #U represents the
ambient temperature, Ib represents the operating current (A) and Ir represents the rated
current. This method is inherently conservative as no heat transfer through the wall is
considered and the potential for variation in the ac resistance with temperature cannot
be easily modelled. As a result, it will prove a useful benchmark case for consideration
against the CFD models developed in this Chapter.
7.1.3 Trough Geometry Considered
As with all rating calculations within this study, a common cable design has been used
(Table 6.4), the only dierence here is a change in the sheath loss factor due to the
change in the cable spacing, with a value of 0.0725 for the centre cable and 0.0191 for
the outer cables. The cables are installed 15cm above the trough base (measured from
119the centre of the conductor) with a core-core spacing of 25cm. The trough is constructed
of concrete with a thermal conductivity of 1W:m 1K 1 with the wall thickness being
8cm. The lid is 5cm thick and is considered to be installed ush to the ground surface,
as outlined in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Cross sectional geometry of cable trough
7.2 Unventilated Troughing
The most common type of cable trough installation in the UK is the traditional un-
ventilated installation with sealed lids. Although this type of installation does not oer
the highest rating and is less likely to be suited to high temperature cables, it is the
installation considered by IEC 60287 and several other research papers including [120].
As a result it is to be used as a benchmark for the performance of the ventilated trough
options and a useful comparator to standard methods.
7.2.1 CFD Model Development
Of the three trough installations considered in this Chapter, the unventilated case is
the simplest to model, as, given that the trough has constant dimensions and burial
depth along its length and that there is no longitudinal ow of air, a 2D slice model
is appropriate. Further simplication is possible as the physics of the problem are
symmetric about a plane through the centre phase cable, meaning that only half of the
problem needs to be modelled, as shown by the mesh in Figure 7.2. The image shown
represents the main detail, with the mesh coarsening as it moves towards the external
boundaries at a distance of 10m from the centre line and 7m down from the ground
surface. The level of mesh renement is increased at the cable surface by applying
a thin boundary layer mesh. This increased mesh resolution provides a more accurate
120solution for the turbulent boundary layer above the cable which is critical for the accurate
determination of the convective heat transfer coecient.
Figure 7.2: 2D triangular mesh for Unventilated Trough Model
Many of the boundary conditions applied are common to the previous nite element
based models, however, there are important dierences as additional boundary con-
ditions are required at the interfaces between the uid (air) and solid domains. The
appropriate conditions are summarised in Table 7.1. Where a boundary condition is
stated as coupled convective, the heat transfer coecient on the surface for each cell is
evaluated using the local shear stress solution. This then determines the rate at which
the heat will enter the air from the cable surface, hence impacting back on the buoyant
convection.
Boundary Thermal Condition Fluid Condition
Ground Surface (B1) Still air convection n/a
Cable Surface (B2) Coupled Convective Smooth Wall, No slip
Centre line (B3) Symmetry Symmetry
Trough inner walls (B4) Coupled Convective Smooth Wall, No slip
Remote soil (7m depth) Temperature = 12C n/a
Remote soil (side) Insulation n/a
Table 7.1: 2D slice model boundary conditions
The uid velocities in this model are solved using the k  turbulence model. Although
the ow is not turbulent throughout, initial tests with a laminar ow model failed to
converge due to the presence of faster moving air currents above the cables and close to
121the walls. Tests were also carried out with a turbulence model designed for transition
ow (k   kl   !) however the change in the solution was considered negligible against
the increased solution time.
7.2.2 Continuous Rating Results
Solutions for the continuous ratings in the covered trough environment have been found
from three models, namely the 2D CFD model, the empirical IEC 60287 and the ana-
lytical method published by Anders. The rst set of results obtained is for a baseline
calculation, thus moisture migration is neglected and the soil thermal resistivity is as-
sumed constant at 1.872KmW 1. Examining the results from all three models in Table
7.2, a number of trends are immediately apparent. Firstly the IEC rating appears to be
the most conservative in all cases, with the Anders model yielding ratings 2.6% higher
on average. This trend is in agreement with the data reported in [120]. The dierences
between the Anders model and the CFD models are of a similar order, with the mag-
nitude varying according to the air temperature. In the hottest season the CFD model











Summer 1886 1934 1999
Spring/Autumn 2053 2106 2159
Winter 2208 2265 2305
Table 7.2: Continuous Ratings for Covered Trough at 90C
Two main factors account for the CFD model giving a higher rating. The rst reason
for this lies in the dierence between the air temperature (considered by both analytical
models as the global ambient) and the remote soil temperature. Within the CFD model
it is possible to model both conditions explicitly. As a result, more heat is dissipated to
the local ground below the trough during the hotter seasons in the CFD model than is
the case with the analytical models. Secondly, the use of a full temperature dependent
ac resistance value means that the outer phases do not attain the 90C temperature
limit, instead reaching around 88C, thus slightly reducing the total heat generation in
the model. Figure 7.3 illustrates the trough temperature prole generated by the CFD
model for the winter season. Clear evidence of the air circulation within the trough
can be seen in Figure 7.4, which plots colour-scaled velocity vectors. A region of faster
moving air can be seen around the top half of the cable, caused by the density variation
between this warm air and the cooler air elsewhere in the trough. As this air rises it is
cooled on contact with the trough surface and eventually sinks back below the cables
via the side wall.
122Figure 7.3: Trough Temperature Prole
Figure 7.4: Velocity Vector plot for Covered Trough
Table 7.3 displays a full set of ratings from the three dierent models considered across
both the XLPE and HT cables. In these results the representation of the backll in the
2D CFD model is amended to give the two zone approximation for moisture migration
at 3%, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The rating reduction seen for the CFD calcula-
tions is small, at less than 100A, demonstrating that the rating for air lled troughs is
less sensitive to the ground thermal resisitivity than is the case for buried cables. This
explains the acceptable performance of the IEC 60287 model across the conductor tem-
perature range considered. However, even with the 2 zone modelling of the soil around
the trough, the Anders model still matches the CFD calculations to within 50A.
The performance of the two analytical models is perhaps surprising given that they both
assume an isothermal ground surface, including the trough lid section. Analysis of the
results for the summer season at 90C demonstrates that the peak temperature on the
123trough lid could reach 49.4C, considerably higher than the 30C air temperature. Were
all other conditions to be the same, this would make the analytical models considerably
more optimistic than the CFD model. This is not the case due partly to the enhanced
model of heat transfer within the trough in the CFD model, and partly due to the
greater heat transfer through the trough and into the ground in the CFD model, as a













Summer 90 1886 1954 1904
Spring/Autumn 90 2053 2106 2057
Winter 90 2208 2265 2222
Summer 120 2294 2355 2318
Spring/Autumn 120 2428 2492 2440
Winter 120 2529 2623 2573
Summer 150 2588 2682 2647
Spring/Autumn 150 2703 2799 2756
Winter 150 2815 2912 2868
Table 7.3: Continuous Ratings for Covered Trough with 2 Zone Soil Representation
In the case of the covered trough the continuous rating increase from the use of the
high temperature cables is signicant, with a maximum increase of 39% for the switch
from 90C to 150C in the summer season, higher than the 34% increase seen for buried
cables. One signicant issue which would need to be addressed is the potential for very
high temperatures exceeding 50C on the trough lids during the summer season. While
this may be permissible in a substation where access can be strictly controlled, it would
clearly be less suitable for any public area.
7.2.3 6hr Rating Results
Having assessed the continuous rating performance of the unventilated trough, the model
can easily be extended to consider the applicable emergency ratings. Within the CFD
models, this can easily be calculated by solving the steady state model for the given
preload (in this case 60% of the continuous current rating) and setting the result as the
initial condition of a transient solution. A transient solver is then used to calculate the
cable temperature rise over the course of the 6 hour period, with the maximum time
step in this case set to 18 minutes. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 7.4,
with all data being for the CFD model including the 2 zone backll representation.
Comparing the results in Table 7.4 to those shown in Figure 4.12 it can be seen that the
6hr ratings are very similar to those for the buried cable at 3% moisture content. The








Summer 2815 3340 3804
Spring/Autumn 2940 3526 3961
Winter 3243 3740 4152
Table 7.4: 6hr Ratings for Covered Trough Model
observed for the continuous rating, with the maximum increase in rating being 35% for
the summer season using the 150C HT cable.
7.3 Partially Ventilated Troughs
The work presented here on the traditional covered trough design has demonstrated that
the CFD models compare well to existing analytical techniques. This provides condence
that the technique will be suitable for the rating of partially ventilated troughs, for which
no equivalent analytical solution is available.
7.3.1 CFD Model Development
Unlike the covered trough model, it is not possible to treat the partially ventilated trough
as a 2D model due to the induced longitudinal air ows around the inlet grilles. As a
result, a 4m long 3D model is constructed and use is made of the periodic symmetry
along the route between inlets. The outline geometry is shown in Figure 7.5.
The majority of boundary conditions are specied as per the covered trough model,
however, two additional groups are required to model the additional ow boundaries.
Boundaries labeled as B5 are modelled as pressure inlet boundaries, with the external
pressure set to 1 atmosphere. This allows the warm air at a lower relative density to
rise out of the trough and be replaced by cooler air at ambient temperature. The nal
boundary group contains those labelled B6, which includes all of the end boundaries
on both solid and uid domains. A periodic condition is set such that the values of
the independent variables (such as temperature and velocity) are constrained to match,
eectively ensuring symmetry between the two ends of the model.
7.3.2 Continuous Rating Results
Results are obtained for the three rating seasons using the same parameters as for the
covered trough model, with the rst set of results displayed in Table 7.5 being for the
XLPE cable and a uniform ground thermal resistivity of 1.872KmW 1. A comparison
to the standard IEC 60287 free air (solar shielded) rating is also given. Analysis of
125Figure 7.5: Geometry of partially ventilated trough model
the data clearly demonstrates that the additional ventilation provided by the grilles
has signicantly up-rated the cables by up to 31% over the traditional covered design.









Summer 2686A 2564A 1999A
Spring/Autumn 2926A 2790A 2159A
Winter 3150A 3020A 2305A
Table 7.5: Continuous rating for standard cable in partially ventilated trough
One of the main drivers for the increased rating is the reduction in air temperature in
the trough. Table 7.6 summarises the volume averaged air temperature data from both
the covered and partially ventilated trough models. It is clear that the air temperatures
have been reduced signicantly, especially in the region just below the grille where the
air circulation is most eective.
Rating Season
PV model, air be-
low inlet




Summer 36.7C 42.7C 61.5C
Spring/Autumn 27.6C 34.1C 57.0C
Winter 17.1C 24.7C 52.5C
Table 7.6: Comparison of air temperatures
126Figure 7.6 shows a slice plot of the velocity magnitudes at dierent axial locations along
the model. As would be expected the velocity is at its highest near to the inlet grilles.
Figure 7.6: Slice plot of velocity in the partially ventilated trough (summer season,
XLPE cable)
The impact of the reduced air circulation under the lid can be seen in Figure 7.7 which
plots the conductor temperatures along the model length. For the example shown of the
spring season, the conductor temperature beneath the inlet grille is 4.3C lower than the
model centre (equidistant from the two inlets). This eect illustrates the requirement
to consider this problem in a full 3D model.
Having examined the trends for the standard XLPE cable, the technique has been applied
to the high temperature cable designs, with the results generated being detailed in
Table 7.7. The same trends are evident across the full temperature range, with the
partially ventilated trough rating being lower than the free air rating by 6-8%. The key
signicance in this result is that a `common rule of thumb' among cable engineers has
been to rate the partially ventilated trough at 90% of the IEC 60287 free air rating. The
results generated here show that this approximation would be only slightly conservative
for all combinations of season and conductor temperature tested.
By removing one in four of the trough lids the induced naturally convective air currents
increase the continuous rating by up to 41%. For the 150C cable the ratings are
becoming close to the conventional busbar rating limit of 4kA, meaning that it may now
be possible to match a conventional overhead line rating with a high temperature cable.
This could prove particularly valuable in cable tunnels, where the partially ventilated
trough installation provides the link between the sealing end and the cable tunnel itself.














Summer 90 2684 2549 1904
Spring/Autumn 90 2924 2780 2057
Winter 90 3148 2987 2222
Summer 120 3271 3112 2318
Spring/Autumn 120 3465 3282 2440
Winter 120 3650 3476 2573
Summer 150 3731 3548 2647
Spring/Autumn 150 3897 3706 2756
Winter 150 4057 3837 2868
Table 7.7: Continuous Ratings for Covered Trough with 2 Zone Soil Representation
7.3.3 6hr Rating Results
Having assessed the continuous rating performance of the partially ventilated trough,
the model can easily be extended to consider the applicable emergency ratings. The
solution procedure is identical to that outlined for the covered trough, with the steady
state solution at 60% of the continuous rating used as the input to the transient solver.
Table 7.8 illustrates the results for the conventional XLPE cable design at 90C with a
uniform backll resistivity.
As would be expected, the 6 hr ratings from the partially ventilated trough are higher






Tci Covered Tci PV
Summer 2793A 2983A 52.24C 52.83C
Spring/Autumn 3030A 3236A 45.56C 46.25C
Winter 3248A 3484A 38.95C 39.03C
Table 7.8: 6hr Ratings for Conventional XLPE cable
7% than was found for the continuous rating (where the rating increase was up to 31%).
This occurs as the main inuencing factor on a 6hr rating of a 400kV cable is the
conductor temperature at the start of the transient. The data in Table 7.8 shows that
the initial temperatures were similar in both troughs (although the loading is higher in
the partially ventilated case). As the cable time constant is similar in duration to the
transient length, the thermal environment around the cable has much less impact on the
overall ratings.
Table 7.9 summarises the 6hr rating data for the high temperature cables, including the
two zone representation of the backll. Comparison with the gures in Table 7.8 reveals
that the sensitivity to the change in the backll representation is very low, leading to a
rating decrease of only 13A in the summer season at 90C. This is due to the majority
of the heat leaving the trough in the form of warm air rising out of the inlet grilles. The
ratings seen at high temperatures are again similar to those seen for buried cables in








Summer 2970A 3602A 4090A
Spring/Autumn 3229A 3816A 4222A
Winter 3528A 3988A 4490A
Table 7.9: 6hr Ratings for Partially Ventilated Trough Model
7.4 Forced-cooled Troughs
The two trough installations considered so far have both relied upon naturally induced
convective heat transfer to cool the cables within them. In some cases where very high
continuous ratings are required, it may be preferable to install forced ventilation to
guarantee a minimum rate of air ow through the troughs. This may also be necessary
where the rating from a conventional covered trough would not be sucient, but the
location does not permit grilles to be installed to allow partial ventilation. The main
principles of the CFD modelling technique are the same, however, some changes are
necessary as described in Section 7.4.1.
1297.4.1 CFD Model Development
From a survey of the route records for a number of substations operated by National
Grid, the longest typical trough length is 50m from a sealing end to the top of a cable
tunnel, hence 50m is the length adopted here. The cross-sectional layout of the trough
is the same as has been used for all other models within this Chapter, but in order to
determine the air temperature rise it is necessary to model the full 50m of the trough.
The air is assumed to enter the trough vertically downwards from an inlet of 0.8m in
width by 0.5m in length, with a bulk linear ow through the trough of 3ms 1. An
outlet boundary of the same size is specied at the trough lids at the end of the 50m
run. All other boundary conditions on the cable and trough surfaces are as per the
previous naturally ventilated models. In order to accurately characterise the airow as
it enters the trough, the mesh density is increased by a factor of 2.5 in the regions around
the inlets and outlets. Figure 7.8 illustrates the developed turbulent air velocity prole
through the troughs. The velocity prole here diers to that shown in Chapter 6 as the
air enters the trough from above, rather than through the main ow cross section.
Figure 7.8: Velocity Prole through Forced Ventilated Trough
7.4.2 Continuous Rating Results
Results are obtained for the three rating seasons using the same parameters as for the
covered trough model, with the results displayed in Table 7.10 being for the XLPE cable
with the 2 zone backll model. Tests with the constant backll resistivity found only
an 8A increase in rating due to the relative insensitivity of the conductor temperature
to the external environment. This is because heat transfer by convection into the air is
by far the dominant mode, with the high air velocity meaning that this heat is removed
from the trough at the outlet rather than dissipating through the trough walls, as was








Summer 2775 (2549) 3316 (3112) 3738 (3548)
Spring 2994 (2780) 3493 (3282) 3888 (3706)
Winter 3207 (2987) 3667 (3476) 4040 (3837)
Table 7.10: Forced-cooled Trough Continuous Ratings
Examining the data in Table 7.10, the percentage increase in continuous rating from
the deployment of the 150C cables is a maximum of 34% in the summer rating season,
reducing to 26% in the winter season. The values shown in brackets are the continuous
ratings for the partially ventilated cable trough with the same combination of cable
type and season. It is immediately clear that the introduction of forced cooling has
not greatly increased the continuous rating when compared to the partially ventilated
design, with the largest gain being in the summer season at 8.8%. Analysis shows that
the air temperature is again a key factor.
Figure 7.9 shows the conductor temperature variation for the 90C cable in the spring
season between the inlet and the outlet. The conductor temperature rise is seen to be
17C for the centre phase, which compares to a rise in air temperature of 14.3C between
the inlet and outlet. Using the analytical temperature rise calculation of equation 7.5
obtains a value of 16.4C for the air temperature rise. Further analysis of the results
from the numerical model show that the area weighted average of heat ux leaving the lid
surface is 30.1Wm 2. When added to the heat leaving the trough through the external
walls this explains why the analytical method gives such a conservative result. Were
the trough run to be longer than 50m, it would actually be more benecial to use the
partially ventilated design if practicable. This eliminates the risk to the cable circuit
from a cooling outage, as were the forced ventilation to fail, the continuous rating of
the forced ventilated system would reduce immediately back to that of the conventional
covered design.
7.4.3 6hr Rating Results
The solution methodology for the 6hr ratings remains the same as for the partially
ventilated troughs, however, no results are calculated for the case where the ground
thermal resistivity is uniform due to the very small dierences between the assumptions.
Data obtained are presented in Table 7.11, with the results given in brackets being those
for the partially ventilated trough.
The trends observed in the 6hr rating data are very similar to those seen for the con-
tinuous rating, with the ratings for the forced ventilated troughs being at most 6.6%
higher, although in the majority of cases the improvement in rating was of a smaller
magnitude.








Summer 3095 (2970) 3723 (3602) 4223 (4090)
Spring 3443 (3229) 3933 (3816) 4400 (4222)
Winter 3596 (3528) 4136 (3988) 4578 (4490)
Table 7.11: Forced-cooled Trough 6hr Ratings (Partially ventilated data in brackets)
7.5 Implications for HT Cables in Troughs
The results presented in this Chapter demonstrate that installing high temperature
cables in troughs would prove a viable option. The continuous ratings obtained for the
trough with HT cables are almost 40% higher for each of the three designs, which ts
in with the trends seen for buried cable installations. One particularly notable feature
of the results is that the rating with the 150C HT cable in the traditional covered
trough design is only 128A lower than that for the conventional XLPE cable in the
forced ventilated trough study. In more remote substations where short cable links are
installed, the high temperature cable could remove the need for forced ventilation and
the associated electrical infrastructure. Were the price of the cable to be similar to
existing designs, this technology could deliver a signicant cost saving for the utility.
Examining the transient performance of the 150C HT cable over the 6hr emergency
rating period, the permissible load ows are approaching 4000A which would allow the
cable to match the post fault continuous rating of the majority of UK overhead lines.
Achieving this aim through the use of HT cable would remove the need for installing
two cables per phase on many transmission circuits, an extremely valuable option for
environments where the additional footprint of the second cable group is not an option.
1327.6 Summary
This Chapter has presented a new approach to calculating the ratings of cables in air-
lled troughs through the use computational uid dynamics. The new method has
been benchmarked against two existing analytical calculations for the traditional covered
trough design and has been demonstrated to give more accurate results by removing some
of the conservative assumptions demanded by the analytical approaches. By moving
from 2D modelling into 3D, it has been possible for the rst time to directly rate partially
ventilated cable troughs, with the rating results obtained being considerably higher than
the traditional covered troughs but only up to 10% lower than the IEC free air rating.
Finally the 3D modelling techniques have been applied to the case of forced ventilated
troughs, which has further illustrated the potential application of the partially ventilated
trough layout owing to the similarity of the continuous ratings obtained. The methods
developed suit high conductor temperature cables without further need for modication.
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Conclusions
This thesis has presented a series of new cable circuit rating techniques which are ap-
plicable to future cable designs capable of operating at conductor temperatures of up
to 150C. Although existing methods were fully considered to determine their potential
applicability, the majority are analytical methods whose accuracy is constrained by the
assumptions necessary to make their solution viable. This has led to the adoption of two
numerical techniques; nite element analysis and computational uid dynamics, which
have been demonstrated to be both applicable and reasonably practical for use. All
methods have been applied to an example high temperature cable circuit based on an
existing XLPE cable design, with both continuous and emergency ratings calculated to
assess the potential operational benets that such a technology might oer to a Trans-
mission System Operator. This Chapter summarises the contribution made by this work,
draws out the key results, and discusses the implications for future cable technologies.
8.1 Research Contribution
The work presented in this thesis forms a signicant contribution to the literature in
the eld of cable system engineering. Throughout the thesis a comprehensive analysis of
the rating of high temperature cables has been conducted, however, each of the methods
presented is also applicable to more conventional cable system designs. The dynamic
backll model presented in Chapters 3 and 4 has illustrated that the partial drying
methodology within IEC 60287 does not suit all backlls as the moisture migration
behaviour is a function of the initial moisture content, not just the temperature. This
result demonstrates that care should be taken in applying the partial drying algorithm
within IEC 60287 as there is a danger of over-rating the cable circuit under certain
environmental conditions. Through using the Philip and de Vries method for modelling
moisture migration this thesis has proved that deploying HT cables can oer signicant
increases in both the continuous and emergency ratings for buried cables.
135A further contribution to the technical state of the art has been made by the development
of nite element models for buried cable joints, particularly in regard to forced-cooled
joint bays. This work has demonstrated that National Grid's existing thermal allowance
of 15C is not always sucient for high coolant ow rates in buried systems or for
high air velocities in cable tunnels. The work presented here has been applied to a
number of up-rating schemes of operational transmission cable tunnels and has proved
invaluable in identifying the rating impact of joint bays in these cases. As a result, circuit
rating practices have been updated within National Grid to ensure that joints are fully
considered in the circuit design process. Discussions of the model development processes
and the application of the method to conventional cable circuits were published in [102].
The revised cable tunnel rating methodology presented in Chapter 6 has also been
deployed in both up-rating and design studies on the transmission network and has
recently been published in [119]. This work has proved particularly timely given the
need to conduct rating studies for new cable tunnels in London where 400kV and 132kV
cables are to be installed in the same tunnel environment. At the time of writing the
method is being considered as a potential update to Electra 143 by Cigr e Committee
B1, following a recommendation by the Cigr e Task Force B1-35 to convene a working
group on cable ratings.
Despite the majority of cable circuits installed in troughs being short in length, they
form critical links in many transmission circuits and this thesis has made a number of
contributions to rating best practice in this area. The development of CFD models for
traditional unventilated troughs has demonstrated that the relevant IEC 60287 method
proves conservative and that the analytical method proposed by Anders oers a better
approach due to its consideration of the external ground thermal resistance. The method
presented for rating partially ventilated cable troughs is the rst bespoke method for
this application and is currently being applied to trough installations on a transmission
cable replacement project. Taken together, this thesis and its associated work has been
summarised in 8 peer reviewed papers. A full list of conference and journal publications,
including those awaiting editorial decisions, may be found in Appendix A.
8.2 Benets of HT Cable Technologies
Throughout this thesis, circuit rating methods have been developed for the most common
deployment cases from the point of view of a transmission system operator. While there
are evidently a number of benets to using this technology, they do not necessarily
represent a revolution in cable technology. As would be expected, the continuous rating
of the HT cables was higher than the XLPE benchmark, however, the magnitude of the
increase was limited to around 30% for buried systems and 40% for air lled troughs.
For the candidate cable tunnel there was no increase in the continuous rating as the
136thermal limit was actually the air outlet temperature and not the cable. However, for a
shorter tunnel, with less cable circuits, where the air temperature limit was not reached
there would be scope for enhanced continuous ratings using HT circuits.
While this is a positive development, three mitigating conditions exist which may re-
strict the overall benet. The rst consideration is that of energy losses from the cable
system. As the ac resistance of the conductor increases with temperature, the overall ef-
ciency of transmission is reduced. In the UK at present there is no nancial penalty for
system losses, however utilities in other parts of Europe have to account for such losses
nancially. Where the losses represent a cost to the utility the benet of a higher contin-
uous rating per physical cable might be diminished compared to the option of installing
two conventional cables per phase with a signicant reduction in overall losses. The
second consideration is that the continuous rating of the buried circuits at 150C was
signicantly lower than that of a water-cooled XLPE system, meaning that conventional
technologies may still give higher ratings overall.
The third key implication for the continuous rating potential is the possible thermal limit
posed by cable joints. In reality the maximum delivery length of 400kV cable is unlikely
to exceed approximately 1km owing to the diculty of transporting such large drums of
cable. Thus, in most real world cable circuits (excepting short links in substations) the
rating of the cable joints must be considered. The results presented in Chapter 5 have
demonstrated that for uncooled buried systems the rating of the joint is not an issue
where core-core spacing can be increased in the joint bay. However, where forced water
cooling is installed it is vastly more eective on the cables than on the joints, mainly due
to the higher radial thermal resistance of the joint. This will act to reduce the overall
rating of a water-cooled cable circuit, however, it will still possess a higher continuous
rating than the equivalent uncooled circuit.
Across all of the installation options, with the exception of the tunnel, the HT cable
proved to perform well under emergency rating conditions. Were such a cable system
to be produced, it is under these conditions that the true benets would be realised.
Assuming that the HT cable is operated to a maximum continuous temperature of 90C
as per an XLPE cable, the ability to further increase the conductor temperature means
that very high emergency ratings are available even from substantial preloads. For a
transmission system operator this can be key in ensuring that the cable 6hr rating can
match the post-fault continuous rating of the overhead line, potentially removing the
requirement to install 2 cables per phase on some circuits. This was particularly true
for the cable trough deployment option, where the emergency ratings from the partially
ventilated cable trough option at 150C were easily sucient to match the typical circuit
breaker rating of 4kA. This is especially signicant as it removes the need for forced
cooling and the associated operational costs.
In summary, although HT cable does not represent a huge leap forward in performance
137over existing XLPE systems it does oer signicant benets in a number of application
areas. The largest gains are available when the cable is installed in air lled troughs
as both the continuous and emergency ratings are up to 40% higher than for an XLPE
system. That said, the emergency ratings of all the deployment scenarios increased where
HT cable circuits were used, providing valuable additional exibility for transmission
system operators in times of high demand.
8.3 Recommendations for Further Work
Despite the contribution made by this thesis, a number of areas have been identied
which merit further work. The topic representing the greatest challenge relates to the
development of the dynamic backll model presented in Chapters 3 and 4. The work
presented here only relates to one candidate backll, although it is that which exhibits
the most obvious moisture migration due to the low levels of energy required to ex-
tract moisture from the soil pores. However, in order to comprehensively assess the
applicability of the IEC 60287 partial drying method, it will be necessary to conduct a
similar analysis on numerous soil types. This should include those such as clay, which
will exhibit very dierent moisture migration patterns due to the dierent shape of their
soil water characteristic curve. Carrying out this work will allow the identication of
whether the initial moisture content aects the rate of moisture migration across all
soils, from which it may be possible to make recommendations on the applicability of
the present IEC 60287 method, which considers only the soil temperature.
The growth of the number of cable tunnels on the UK transmission network has rein-
forced the importance of being able to accurately rate such cable assets. Two key issues
have been identied as worthy of further research eort in this eld, the rst of which
is experimental validation. Although the revised method for cable tunnels has been
benchmarked against other methods, there is still a case for an attempt at quantifying
how well the method performs against real experimental data. In particular, this would
address the issues identied around the convective heat transfer coecients. However
this is not a trivial task - as the overwhelming majority of cable tunnels operate with
less than 50% of rated current, it would be necessary to nd a heavily loaded tunnel
which could be instrumented for a period of several years in order to gather sucient
data. The second component of the work on tunnels is a detailed study of cable tun-
nel ventilation strategy. High ventilation owrates are nancially costly to achieve and
operation at 100% duty cycle is rarely necessary. Having established a method which
permits thermal modelling of cables on numerous dierent load cycles, it is feasible to
apply this to ventilation control methodology to identify the best compromise between
minimising operational costs and maximising system availability. One transmission sys-
tem operator has identied this as a top research priority and as such work is anticipated
to commence in mid 2011.
138Although the CFD modelling techniques identied for partially and forced ventilated
troughs represent the most accurate technique available to rate these installations, they
do require both specialist knowledge and additional time to apply. For many cable
engineers this will not be practical and a benchmarked analytical or simple numerical
method would be preferred. The most likely approach to take here would be to build
on the thermal analogue model used for cable tunnels, as the conductor temperature
variation seen along the trough length does not lend itself well to an analytical model.
The topics discussed thus far all relate to the model development aspect of this project,
however, the study conducted in this thesis of high operating temperature cables also
brings about considerations as to the best way in which to design cable systems with
higher ratings. Although the prospect of higher operating temperature clearly merits
consideration, advances in polymer science may allow gains of a similar or even larger
scale from other improvements in material properties. Examples of such improvements
would be to reduce the thickness of the dielectric through improving the breakdown
strength or improving the thermal conductivity of the dielectric material itself in order
to aid the ow of heat away from the conductor. It is recommended that the techniques
presented here are used to examine the sensitivity of the cable circuit rating to such
improvements in material properties (and their resulting impacts on cable design). This
would help to provide clearer direction as to which research breakthroughs oer the most
utilisable gains for transmission network operators.
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List of Published Papers
A.1 Refereed Conference Papers
The following papers have been presented at International Conferences and have been
subject to peer review. Papers are listed in chronological order.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin, P. L. and Payne, D. (2008) \An investigation
of thermal ratings for high voltage cable joints through the use of 2D and 3D nite
element analysis." IEEE International Symposium on Electrical Insulation, 8-11 June
2008, Vancouver, Canada. pp 543-546.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin, P. L. and Payne, D. (2009) \Use of nite element
analysis to obtain thermal ratings for high voltage cable joint bays." IEEE Electrical
Insulation Conference, 31 May - 3 June 2009, Montreal, Canada. pp 224-227.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin, P. L., Larsen, S. T., Waite, F. and Payne, D.
(2010) \Thermal rating implications of the co-location of HV cable circuits in tunnels."
IEEE International Symposium on Electrical Insulation, 6 - 9 June 2010, San Diego,
California, USA. CD-ROM
The following 3 papers have been accepted for presentation at forthcoming international
conferences:
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin. P. L. and Payne. D. (2011) \Rating methods
for cables installed in unventilated and partially ventilated surface troughs." IEEE
Electrical Insulation Conference, 5 - 8 June 2011, Annapolis, Maryland, USA.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin, P. L., Swingler, S. G., Waite, F. and Payne, D.
(2011) \Impact of moisture migration on the current rating of high operating temper-
ature cables." Jicable 8th International Conference on Insulated Power Cables, 19 - 23
June 2011, Versailles, France.
143Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin, P. L., Swingler, S. G., Waite, F. and Payne, D.
(2011) \Investigation into the benets of installing high operating temperature cables in
tunnels." Jicable 8th International Conference on Insulated Power Cables, 19 - 23 June
2011, Versailles, France.
A.2 Peer Reviewed Journal Papers
The following papers have been published in peer reviewed academic journals.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin. P. L., Larsen, S. T. and Payne. D. (2009)
\Assessment of the impact of joint bays on the ampacity of high voltage cable circuits."
IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. 24, no. 3, pp1029-1036.
Pilgrim, J. A., Swaeld, D. J., Lewin. P. L., Larsen, S. T., Waite, F. and Payne. D.
(2010) \Rating independent cable circuits in forced-ventilated cable tunnels." IEEE
Transactions on Power Delivery, vol. 25, no. 4, pp. 2046-2053.
The following papers were under production/awaiting decisions at the point of submis-
sion of the thesis:
Pilgrim, J. A., Lewin, P. L., Waite, F. and Payne, D. \Calculations of the ampacity of
high voltage cable circuits in partially and fully ventilated surface troughs using com-
putational methods" Intended for submission to IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery.
Pilgrim, J. A., Lewin, P. L., Waite, F. and Payne, D. Investigation of thermal rating
benets from high voltage cables capable of higher conductor temperatures" Intended
for submission to IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery.
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